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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper

1

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
'Calloway County

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County

-United Press International

In Our 92nd Year

Murray, Ky.,

Friday Afternoon, January 8,

Seen&Heard Dr. Hugh Curtis Erwin To Speak
At First Baptist Church Sunday
-Around
Murray

100 Per Copy

-

Intersection Of Chestnut
And 4th Now 4-Way Stop

Vol. LXXXXII No. 6

Ten iiWnlls
Picked Up By
County Sheriff

Dr. Hugh Cubs Erwin, pastor thirty-nine months as
a USAF
The State Highway Department has changed ,the inof the Glasgow Baptist Church, radar instructor in World War II
tersection
of Fourth and Chestnut Streets into a four-way stop.
GLaigow, will be the speaker at and is a member of the Masonic
Red flashing beacons have been installed and face in all four
the 10:45 a.m. and five p.m. Lodge and the Kiwanis Club.
directions.
services at the First Bands:ifs His denominational
service
A highway department spokesman said that two beacons
Things could be worse. Joe Church on Sunday, January 10.'
includes being a member .of the
face each way and stop signs as well as advance warning
Wimberly calls to say that the
Executive Board of Tennessee
slinff, have been Installed. —
morning,one year ago today, was The minister will be speaking Baptist
Convention and Kentucky
Motorists are urged to watch for this new four-way stop at
colder than it is today. The by invitation of the pulpit com- Baptist
Convention, member of
theIntersection of Fourth and Chestnut.
thermometer stood at zero. mittee composed of Stanford administrat
ive committee of
This intersection has been the scene of a number of accidents
Things did not improve as the day Andrus, chairman, Marvin executive
board, served as
In the past, due partly to the fact that both north and
The Sheriff's office „MB
went on either because about Harris, Thomas Hogancamp, president
of Sunday School
I
bound motorists on Fourth Street approach the Inte
reported that ten juveniles have
10:00 that night it was two Gus Robertson, Jr., and Dan
convention,
member of radio _end
going up a hill. Department officials indicated the hope that
Shipley. Both services on Sunday
been picked up din-mg the past
degrees above zero.
elevision
commission
will be braodcast.
this change wW reduce the number of accidents to a minimum.
week on several charges of
evangelistic crusade in Alaska,
:l, breaking and
g - aur.,
In MR there wait not a single Dr. Erwin was the evangelist in member
and
then
president of
_ nig
passenger killed-en a regularly a revival meeting at the First Board of
Trustees of Bethel
•
•
e juvenile, age 11, admitted
scheduled domestic airline flight. Church in March of 1969 and is College, Hopkinsville
Two traffic collisions
, and now
- to taking a shotgun and case
This was the first time this oc- well known throughout this area. member of Board
investigated by the Murray
of Trustees of
from an inhabited house in the
curred since records were The visiting minister, born in Campbellsville
Police Department on Thursday,
College,
and
county.
Knoxville,
Tenn., received
* his B.
started on this sort of thing. For
but
inntries
no
were listed on the
speaker- at Evangelistic ConTwo others admitted to taking
the year, the fatality rate on S. at the University of Chat- erence, Tennessee
reports filed by the officers.
Baptist
a tape recorder from Leach's
international as well as domestic tanooga, Tenn., his B. D. at the Convention and
Miss Beverly Calloway of the
involved
Cars
a
collision
in
at
at Kentucky
Music Center and a tape recorder
flights was .001 fatality for each Southern Baptist Theological Baptist Convention
Merle Norman Cosmetics, North
nine a.m. were a car owned by
, Pastor's
*y United Press International Yuma and Maricopp counties
and" transistor radio froth
Seminary,and his D. D. at Bethel
100 million passenger miles.
4th
Street,
Murray,
reported
the
Wade Garland of 501 South 7th
Conference.
Record low temperatures were expected to run up to $1.6
Chuck's Music' Center.
College.
Street and driven by Michael
Dr. Erwin is married to the theft of money, billfold, and decimated Arizona's citrus
Two other juveniles admitted
He
has
served
million.
as
associate
crop
That's a whale of a rate.
checkbooks
the
to
Murray
Police
Harold
Garland
of
North
800
lgth
several shoplifting incidents at
pastor of the Cedar Hill Baptist former Mary Elizabeth Wallace, Department on Thursday at five and snow and sleet continued to
New Mexico Suffers
Street, and a 1968 Pontiac fetir
who is a registered nurse. They
snarl traffic today in the Gulf
Roses and Big K Department
Where the fatalities come in is Church, Chattanooga, Tenn., and have
'
New Mexico suffered through a door hardtop driven by Franklin Stores.
two sons, John Curtis Er- p.m.
Coast
states
as
as
pastor
winter
held
of
way
Macedonia
the
in
one chartered flights.
Stolen
were
two
twenty
dollar
Alfred
of
Peer
Murray.
fifth
straight
day
freezing
of
Another juvenile has been
Church, Owensboro, Magness win, a sophomore at Samford bills, one ten dollar bill, one five the South.
temperatures Thursday. Three Police said Garland was
University, Birmingham, Ala.,
charged
with breaking into
There was only one fatal crash by Memorial Church, McMinnville, and
dollar
bill,
Phoenix,
two
Ariz.,
recorded
one
a
dollar bills,
deaths were blamed on the making a left turn off South 16th
Ray Wallace Erwin, high
a scheduled U.S. airline on Tenn., and First Church, school
one billfold with bank deposits of near-record 19 degrees Thur- weather and an Albuquerque Street onto Sycamore Street. Cook's Store on Highway 94 east
junior,
of Murray and stealing from that
checks of $150.63 and cash of sday-its coldest weather in 58 plumbing firm closed
overseas travel, this was a Trans Greenville, before his present
its doors Garland turned in too short and store. The juvenile has admitted
The pulpit committee of the $90.00, two check books, and a years. Hawley Lake set the
Caribbean Airways mishap in the pastorate at Glasgow.rather than fix any more frozen hit the left side of the Peer car to this breakin, officials
said.
Virgin Islands on December 28. Dr. Erwin has traveled in church urges all members of the savings passbook, according to record for the lowest tem- water pipes.
headed west on Sycamore
twenty foreign countries in- church and visitors to hear Dr. the police report.
This same tuvenile, along with
perature ever recorded in Utah togged temperature
for_traffic,
waiting
_tie
_
at
ins as
another, admitted to stealing a
So you can easily see that the cluding Europe, the Orient and Erwin as he speaks here on
Miss Calloway said at ap- Arizona-41 below zero. The old low as 25 below zero.
Residents of tersection, according, to the power saw from McCaistosi's
proximately 4:55 p.m. she had record, 39 below, was set the Kingston, in central
safest method of travel is by the Bade Lands. He served for Sunday.
Utah, were police report. Electric Company in Murray. In
turned the lights out in the shop previous day.
regular scheduled airline flights.
without drinking stater Thursday
addition, this juvenile stole 880.00
and laid her purse on the counter The state's citrus-growing because
Damage
to
the
Garland
car and
of a ruptured water
Ten commendments for parents
to go back to the Charm Beauty areas had four seccessive days of main
the Peer car was both on the )eft in cash and a,tape from 641 Shell
Station in Murray, six tapes from
appeared in the First Baptist
Shop to ask them to lock the front temperatures below 28 degrees. Futher east,
Texas, Louisiana front fenders
Mo-Go Service Station, and gas
Church Bulletin recently. Here
Representatives of the Federal and Mississippi
door of the main building.
were hit with
from Tappan Stove Company.
John
Reddick,
General When she returned just a few Crops Insurance Corp., said
they are.
The
second
collision
occurred
Additionally, three juveniles
Delivery, Murray, of the east minutes later, the items had been claims from citrus growers in sndik and sleet Thursday and a at 12:12 p.m. at the intersection
of
heavy snow warning was posted
have admitted to vandalism at
section
of Murray, has been taken from her purse.
I. Be loving to your children
Main
and
14th
Streets
:
between
a
this
morning for parts of
Bucy-Parker Lumber Yard in
charged with disorderly conduct, The checkbooks were her
Make them feel wanted.
Louisiana, Arkansas, 1966 Buick Electra owned by Murray.
WASHINGTON (UPI -Fe- according to records of the
personal book on First Trust and
Thomas
Max
French
and driven
Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia
deral sources -have predicted a Murray City Police Court. .
Craig Hargrove, age 18, has
2. Don't expect impossibilities of
Savings Bank, Paris, Tenn., and.
and Tennessee. The National by Mary French of Paris, Tenn., been charged on a warrant
331
/
2 per cent boost in postal Reddick was arrested after a
issued
them.
her business check book f(-• Cu
and
a
1963
Plymouth
owned
by
Weather Service said as much as
rates by May.
warrant was signed by William Beverly Calloway, Merle
by County Judge Robert 0. Miller
Glen
Jeffrey,
1603
No:
Farmer
foiu- inches of snow was expected
with the offense of breaking and
3. Never deceive your children. A new U.S. Postal Service Donald Overbey', judge of the
Cosmetics. 107
and four inches already was on Avenue, Murray, and driven by entering. His bond is
board of governors will ask the Murray City Police Court. man
'North *In Rate
set at
You won't succeed anyway.
Robert
Street, Murray, Ky. Her savIngs
Glen
1 five-member
Jeffrey,
Keeneland
ground
the
at
Greenwood, Miss.
Postal Rate Com- Reddick's bond has been set at passbook
$1,000.00 to await Grand Jury
By NORMAN KEMPSTER
Drive,
was
Murray.
also
on
First
the
Even Hamill Is Chilly
mission for the increases in $500.00 by Judge Overbey.
action.
4. Keep your promise. If it is a
Trust and Savings Bank, Paris. WASHINGTON(UPI) -The Traffic snarled
as southern Police said Jeffrey, going south He was arrested by Deputy
order to make the post.... office The Murray man was.charged
Federal
Reserve
Board
reward, give it, if it is punishhm
Miss
Calloway
and the police
motorists, unused to icy on North 14th
pay for itself, the sources said after an affidavitt was sworn to
Street, told them Sheriff Maurice Wilson, acment, inflict it.
ask all persons and businesses to made the third cut in less than pavement,
spun their wheels. his brakes failed to stop
Thursday.
before Judge Overbey by Bernice not cash checks on
two months in the interest rate
him at cording to court house records.
these
books.
One ,persons was killed in a the stop sign at
Under postal reform legisla- Bennett of the east section of
Main causing him
5. Correct
She has also notified the banks to it charges for loans to 1. I •ision on
s r children's tion
an ice-covered bridge to collide with the
passed last year, the Murray.
French car
stop payment on all checks. " commercial banks,app•rentl
shortcomings earl
in Mississippi and a.spinning car going west on
board's proposed increases will
The affidavitt read as follows: The billfold was brown
in
an
Main Street.
effort to pump
hand
knocked e traffic policeman off a Damage to the French
go into effect within 90 days if
'The undersigned affiant, tooled with her driver'S
6. Never exaggerate to
car was
into
the .stagnant bridge
license money
near Houston, as.
the rate commission. fails to Bernice Bennett, states that on
on the right side and rear end and
economy:and personal papers in it.
the value of material things.
Northern
of
half
the
act.
nation
the 5th day of January 1971, John
to the Jeffrey car on the left front.
The board oLgoiternprs of the
enjoyed generally clear skies.
7. Do nothing and say nothing • 'She sources said the in- -Reddick threatened to set the
"Fed" approved the latest cut
But itsvas cold aslow as 25 below
'creams,would boost the 6-cent 'affiant's house on fire if se did
Thursday,-reducing the discount
that you would not want your
sero at Lone Rock, Wis., at 2 a.m.
first claM.-..stamp to 8 cents and not let him in the house. When the
rate from 51
/
2 to 55.4 per cent.
child to do and say.
The virtually nation-wide chill
increase all- other classes of affiant still refused to let him in
The reduction, like the two
spread
even into Hawaii. The
mail by 331
/
2
per
ee
c
N
ent.
The
the
house,
John
Reddick-sai
d he Mrs. Martha Jane Griffin that preteded it, was modest.
S. Show no favoritism among
tempm ature at Honolulu inboosts would produ a total of was going to cume back later and passed away
A "bomb" that prompted ofThursday at one The-board dropped the rate ternational
your children
airport dropped to .511 St. Leo's Cooperative Pre- ficials at
$1.6 billion in revenues to offset burn the house. Then about 3 or4 a.m. at the Convalescen
Henry County High
t Division from-fr-to-5% .per ceM-en-Nov
nrsday,
oily
an expected deficit of
minutes later, the affiant heard of the Murray-Calloway County 10 and to 51
School Mothers will meet at School in Parts, Tennessee, to
/
2 per cent on Nov. above
the record low.Snow two to Gleason Hall on Tuesday, hurriedly
billion this year.
on Page Six)
someone moving around the Hospital.
30.
dismiss classes for the
feet deep -covered- January 12, at seven pin. , day Thursday
outside of the house and when she The deceased was 85 years of In its two-paragraph an- four
was proved to be
Haleakala,
inactive
an
volcano,
went'ot.eside to investigate she age and had been a patient at the nouncement,- the Fed said, "The
only a clever fake.
A business meeting and More than 1,000 students werefound a srriall fire had been Convalescent Division here for move was in recognition of down to the 8,000-foot level.
started under eath the front the past seven years. Her further declines that have taken Only,extreme southern Florida creative workshop will be held. sent home for.the day and bomb
potch and that the.tom of the husband, Sanford Griffin, died place in short-term interest held ontowarm femperatures. At Members are asked to note the disposal squad from nearby Ft.
2 a.m. today, Key West teported change in time from 730 to
porch was burning.
seven
rates." It followed by one day a
July 31, 1949.
(Photo on Page Sit)
a 75-degree reading.
p.m.
Mrs. Griffirstwas a member of a 1,4 per cent cut in the prime
Baptist Church. She was born interest rate which most banks
Campbell, Ky., was summoned
August 9, 1885, in Stewart County, charge for short-term loans to
after the package was found by a
Tenn., an her parents were the heir biggest corporate customaintenance man above a false
lale William and Sinia Jones mers.
ceiling lined with acoustical tile.
By emphasizing that the
Reid.
The squad said the shoebox
Survivors ah,one daughter, discount rate cut followed contained seven round sticks of
-- By KIM WILLENSON
program, along with what.
Mrs. Christine Whitfwd of Dover, tether than led ----declines in
wood that had been covered in a
U.S. sources call a "deteriorat- SAIGON (UPI) -The U. &
Tenn.; two sons, n*qtas R. other interest rates, the Fed Members of the Murray Rotary Christian, and a devoted red paper to simulate dynamite
command
said
today
ing" military situation
a Commuin
Griffin of Donelson, Tenn. and apparently intended to reduce Club heard a report Thursday Rotarian."
with wires, two batteries and an
Cambodia were esnectod to be nist unit overran an American
Cleo Griffin of Dover, Tenn.;'. somewhat the significance from four young Calloway "It is resolved that the
alarm clock set for 10:55 a.m.
the main topics of weekend paratroora patrol and killed
four grandchildren; three great tisually attached to discount Countians who attended an an- Rotary Club pay tribute to a life
One member of the bomb
conferences between Defense fiveof its members in a clash
grandchildren.
ratiebanges.
disposal squad said the device
state-wide
nual
well
Student
lived,
Program
for
his
example
of
that
produced
the heaviest U.S.
Secretary Melvin R. Laird and
Funeral seices were held
Administration officials indi- on Kentucky Enterprise at service above self and his use of was "a pretty darn good fake." A
the American and Vietnamese casualties of the new year.
today at two p.m. at the Milligan Cated, however, they considered Lexington November 14.
spokesman said the maintenance
the Four-Way Test."
Military sources said today
commands in Saigon. Laird
Funeral Home, Dover, Tenn., the cut to be 'a move in the
The resolution was signed by foreman, Billy Guthrie, was
all
remaining
U.
S.
Marine
visited the U.S. B52 base at Uwith Rev. William E. Frank right direction. President Nixon Discussing the sessions and Club President Max Hurt, Dr. making routine repairs on the
Tapeo, Thailand today before ground troops would be withofficiating.
has urged the independent Fed speakers who participated in the Ralph H. Woods, and Vernon heating system in the $2 million,
drawn from Vietnam by May 1
Coming to South Vietnam.
Burial was in the Hicks to increase the supply of money one-day 'conference, sponsored Stubblefield, Sr.
two-year-old school, when he
Military sources said the along with at least one brigade
in an effort to reduce unem- by the Lexington Rotary Club and Guests at the meeting in- found,a cardboard box lying on a
Cemetery at Model, Tenn.
of
the
U.S.
1st Air Cavalry
reconnaissance patrol of the
ployment and snap the economy attended this year by more than cluded: State Senator
Carroll ceiling Panel.
U.S. 173rd Airborne Brigade Division.
1,000 young Kentuckians,.re: Hubbard, Mayfield:
out of its doldrums.
Jim.Martin, 'Guthrie said he opened the lid,
President Nixon's withdrawal GM DIRECTOR—First black
apparently was ambushed in
The discount rate cut will Alan Wetherley and Ann Battle as associate professor
of saw what appeared to be five
member of the General
rice paddy country 295 miles
have no direct effect on interest from Murray Highv School, and agriculture at Murray
11•1141141
sticks of dynamite and a deck,
Intorastlesial State,
and
Motors Board-tif Directors
northeast of Saigon Thursday.
rates for home mortgages, auto Jim Emerson and tinny Locke Lemoyne Zimmerman
. who has arid carefully closed the ltd.
Mostly. cloudy -southeast with loans
is Dr. Leon IlosVara SulliAnother airborne unit found
or other consumer loans. from Calloway County:, High recently moved to
Guthrie carried the box to the •
Murray.
van, 48, past-or of Zion Bap- some very light snow extreme However, it could
the bodies of the slain GIs after
touch off School. = •
school office which was locked
southeast
_Church,
Philadelphi
tist
today
a.
aa4 early'-further reductions in other
clashing with a larger Commuabout the time principal John
toqight. Becoming partly cloudy interest
nist force. They said radio
rates which eventually They were accompanied to the
Underwood dismissed classes for
The Murray Fire Department
west and north today and over
contact with the first group was was
the remainder of the day.
called to the Master Tire CADETS DROPPED FOR POT most of the state - tonfght. might reduce the cost of credit conference by Charles Hinds,
lost suddenly some hours Service
director of libraries at Murray
to the consumer.
on the Coldwater Road
Saturday clear-to partly cloudy,
earlier.
_State University and chairman of
last night at 10:30.
WEST POINT,' N.Y. (UPI)- and warmer,fffghstoday mid
The Boots and Slippers Square
20s
ALM° PTA
the local Rotary Club's youth
These were the heaviest
Fire Department records said
.Dance Club will dance Saturday,
to low 39e. Lows tonight teens and
The Almo Parent-Teacher committee.
Three
cadets have been low, -20s. Highs
American casualties since Dec. steam was coming out of a
3-anuary 9, starting at eight p.m.
Saturday 305 Association will hold its regular
31. when five American sailor window. Three trucks with ten dropped from the U.S. Military
'cept 40s extreme west
meeting at the school on Monday, The club also issued a The dance will be held at the
were killed in an ambush of eftecnen and Chief Jackie Cooper Academy for smoking marij
January 11, at two p.m. All resolution memoralizing the late American I,egion Buildrng, The International Dinner will
their boat on a canal deep in answered the call and were back na, West Point officials conExtended Weather Outlook - parents and interested persons Luther Robertson, who died (timer of South 6th and Maple be served at Abe Murray
firmed today.
the Mekong Delta.
at the station,at 10-40 P.m
Woman's Club House on Sunday,
chance of rain Sunday and are urged to attend, according to Tuesday at the age of 81 after 54 &poets. Murray.
A
Two other Americans were
At about the'rtir,
:t firemen An academy spokesman
January 10, from 1.-50 to three
Sunday night followed by fair Mrs. M. IT McGinnii, president. years of membership in the Bill Dunn will be the caller
killed and another wounded in arrived back, they
called to v/61:14- not say, when the Monday and Tuesday_ Warm
Murray club. The resolution
Anyone interested in square p.m. instead of the time of six
fighting 80 miles north-north- the James Brown homiksat 318 dismissals
reads'in part:
as annainietol previously.
occurred, nor would Sunday. Turning cooler Monday
dance
lessons or a refresher
FREE
PUPPIES
west of Saigon Thursday and Woodlawn. This was a false he divulge
"1.01Tir Robertson was a
The dinner is being served by
the names-er classes and much colder Tuesday Highs
course, is invited to come. For
another GI died when a U.S. alarm report, according to the of those
the foreign students of Murray
invelvetL Sources said, will lower from the 50s Sunday to Three black puppies-,- *bout businessman of stature, a civic information call 753-1386—
UH1 Huey helicopter was shot
-department records,. Three however, the
State University and the funds
dismissaLsr,ok the 20s and low 30s Tuesday. three months old, are free to leader and a Sets-rant of education
down 50 miles east-southeast of
ks with thirteen firemen and curred just prior
wrotriris name high on the Everyone is invited and will he used for scholarships The
to ChritItEls Lows will lower from the 30s persons for pets For information
Saigon
ief Cooper answered this call lea% e
spire; a gentleman In the truest refreshments will be served, cost is two dollars per person
Sunday to 8 to 16 Tuesday
call 753-5753
sense of the word; an exemplary according to a club spokesman. The jublic is urged to attend.

Two Collisions Are
investigated Here
shi:erpliftin_.
By The'City Police o

Theft Occurs
Here Thursday

Postage
Increase
Predicted

Nationwide Chill Spreads
Into Sunny Hawaii Today

Man Charged With
Disorderly Conduct

eserve Board
ts Discount
To Banks

Fake Bomb
Found At
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To Meet On Tuesday Henry High

Mrs. Griffin Dies
Here On Thursday

Military Sotieces
Say ground Troops
To Be Out May 1

Young-Countians Report
To Rotary Club Thursday
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Headed For A Showdown
All

sorts of predictions have been made

concerning the decade of the 1970's. Most of them
have one thing in common.-They foresee growth.

Nineteen hundred and seventy, however, may
turn out to be a year that will be looked back
upon mainly- as a period in which broad
economic planning' by government and the
managed economy began their final approach to
a day of reckoning as inflation maintained its
deadly course
Nineteen hundred and seventy was a year in
which it became obvious to more people than
ever before that government spending and
government deficits are the root of ,high and
rising prices. It was also the year in which a
great many people began to doubt the abihty of
government to manage its own affairs, much
less manage the economy and control federal
spending programs. It was the year in which
there was both recession and inflation—a
condition for which the party in power will no
doubt be blamed but, as time goes on, _could .
become chronic, reltakdless of political labels.
No matter where an observer turned, whether in
the field of money, transportation, agriculture,
housing or economics, the failure of centralized
planning became painfully apparent in 1970. And
the failure has not been overlooked by various
studies and reports. There is now every
indication that as we move further into the 70's,
crises in money management will be recurring
as will the generally chaotic conditions thaa are
part and parcel of inflation. With each crisis, the
chances are good that repressive improvisation
of one kind or another will be brought to bear to
cover up past failures of government planning.
In his outstanding book, "Legacy of
Freedom", Mr. George Charles Roche II, after
summing up the failure of government as a
planner and regulator in a number of areas,
including urban renewal, transportation and
agriculture, writes, "We are told of the
efficiency of planning, and every failure of the
planners is immediately defended as 'due to
insufficient authority to deal properly with the
problem.' Yet it would be hard to envision a
situation m which more total monopolistic
control could be in the hands of the planners than
in the case of the United States Post Office." The
Post Office has been a classic demonstration of
the failure of government as a manager and
planner. Even In the area of poverty. where
government planning—and spending-- ha ve had
wide support, the record is typical. A report of
the Committee for Economic Development has
concluded that not only will urban poverty be a
factatlife for many years to come, but that
nearly 50 percent of those living below the
poverty "line" cannot be saved without further
new government spending programs—and more
government planning.
And so as we enter in the second year of the
70's, the ancient conflict between statism,
freedom and the individual seems to be headed
toward a crucial showdown'. Tbiv_recessioninflation phenomenon of 1970 could carry a
greater portent for the future than possibly any
other event during the,year It irrevocably
brought recognition of,,die failure of government
as a planner and manager a step closer—or a
year closer—From Industrial News Review
,

Deaths Reverses In '70

BY TOM PERKINS
A Sass*AmPhi,Name Wadillasell as Sweet Just Ask Naas
- laull.
and
.•
•
It's nail&I see dad sad. Mostly he'sfell ef fun and nonsence.
But, dad's ant just now because Tenalleille. has caught up with
Kentucky,IsUppose most folks cbdn't inenbetin Tennessee was
behind,bitsided sees it they were. They were behind in politica.Dad said he didn't mean they were behind with their politics, for
as anyone knows Tennessee has always had as much politics as
Kentucky, but it was in politics they were behind.
With so many democratic governors it was a surprise, to spots
folks, for a republican to be elected in Tennessee. Dad wasn't,
surprised. Not at all, was he surprised. He knew frorn the very
beginning of the race who the next governor would be. Dad said
the president and vice president could take all the credit they
wanted, but it wasn't their fault at all. It wasn't the money. Money
talks, but this time it didn't say anything.
-Three years ago, when Kentucky had their governor's election,the seeds were sown for Tennessee to do just what they did,"
dad said, with his finest air of intelligence. "You see," dad condinued, "Kentucky elected a governor whose' name was Nunn."
They - have had three years of great fun and pride by saying,
"Every state has a governor but us, and we have Nwm." Now,
just using
folks weren't making fun of the governor. They w
the sound of his name to the best advantage.
has felt
All this time since the Kentucky election)
slighted. What could they say about their governor? Nothing, they
could- say nothing. This left them far behind Kentucky, and they
knew ft. Right then and there they started looking tor a governor.
They didn't ask what could he do, what has he done? They just
asked, "What is his name" Finally, after three years looking,
they found the man. Tennessee is now equel with Kentucky.
Everyone in Tennessee now is proudly saying, "We have a
governor, who even before he began was Dunn."
By Bob Little

in
Mrs Leona Schroeder Wikes,age 81,died today at her boon.
for the first ten
Murray Route Five.
NEW YORK,-The year 1970 accidents
meanwhile, were
Raul,
months,
night.
last
zero
above
degrees
ten
to
fell
mercury
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Men In Service: Alfred Murdock, son of Mr. arid Mrs. Bryan- in the United States was finally more than the 17,834,000 for the
corresponding period last year:
ktunioet, is now stationed at Fort Henning, Ga-; John Howard
versed with decreases
traffic injuries for the
Downs,son of Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Downs, had completed recruit
, injuries and economic Estimated
ten months dropped 30,375 from
training at the Naval Training Center, San Diego, Calif.; Capt. lass-,
4,063,840, and traffic
Dale Parker, son of Mr. and Mrs. R. R. Parker, has bean
This is the forecast of the In- 4,094,215 to
deaths fell 1.020, from 46,630 to
Promoted to the rank of major at Fort Benzene,Ga.
sieriame Information Institute,
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says that the economic 45,610.
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Many of us are ready to promise bat slow to fultill! We should
While the losses are
a reduction of 60,200, and insurance.
live up to our promises.
through inectanornic loss will reach $16 paid for largely
it was
companies,
surance
billion, down $512 million. The
that the ultimate cost
4-Same projections put the 1970 Pointed out
accident total at 22,132,000, an falls upon those who pay insurance premiums'. •
increase of 107,00.
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The drop in economic loss The 'Institute
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wouldfielbe first in the 25 years estimates of economic kiss
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than
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for which such records have
Council,
Safety
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primarily because the Council
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injuries only when the
includes
the
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Institute
The
economic Loss from traffic ac- Victim is disabled -for a full day
cidents across the country during beyond the day of the accident.

In some Of the elementary schools of Calloway Co. hang plaquescommemorating the WW 11 dead_ These once shining sources of
recognition have,in many cases, now found their way to some out
of the way corner. Often the names are partically obscured by the
covering of dust webs.
DUST WEBS

PEGGY ANN GARNER, child star of three decades ago?
She handles fleet sales for-an auto dealer in Santa Monica, Calif. She lives in Brentwood with her 14-yeer-old
daughter Cass. has had three marriages, all phhht.

Gold against the black

That fought the tears and won
Tears that tasted of a mother's love
ttut gone now in some dark corner

give to
theinarch of Dimes

MO HOME

montque
s„

What drums have beat cold and red against the ground
While fingers touched their life
WIC* JENKINS? Big in the 1940s . . "The Human
comedy" . . "National Velvet," etc. He's in the car
wash business is Quinlan, Tex. Has several- car washes
and a setup that'supplies- water-to four Texas counties.

In some forgotton web corner.

I wisa I knew them

* NOW SHOWING!
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To life the bent form of their body
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Up beyond the gold and black
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Up beyond their framed glory
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As the-dWt-grows heavy on the we.
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-7as0.Paid
This area has many fine poets. You do not need to be._
professional for people to enjoy what you write. You write, spd I
know it, but it can't be printed until you submit it. This column is
an outlet for your talent. Send your typewritten copies- to the
poetry column of this paper.

TONIGHT thru SUNDAY
SPANKY McF_ARLAND;
of-the °Ow- Crasoreramadr-stars. of the movies? -Why, he:s a television let sales
training supervisor in Philadelphia. Wife, two- children.

In inernory of
ROBERT STEPHENSON
-S111TH BADEN•POWELL
1857. 1941
British General • Founder of
the Boy Scout Movement
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Once upon a time,
-there was a time,
buit now is a tigne
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
U.S. 641 NORTH
ta 7:15 & 9:15 S411)TotwlFts C:A11
1 DIAY
,
,
5U14

-Men choose to take time
0
to question that time.

TONIGHT,

s '
1
"THE BEST FILM OF
FILM
THE NEW—Archer
YORK
FESTIVAL!"
Wnsteri, N•w York Post

not have time

Those students of time -

DICKIE MOORE, Hie /-year-Old child star He's been in
the public relationklield since 1957. Formed- his own
rompapy in New York. His heydaY was the 1930s:

their words on that time.

Governor Roger D. Branigin of Indiana has
proposed a "truth-in-the-news" law that would
punish newsmen who were guilty of what he —
called "unfair or improper manipulation of the
new&"
There aren't even any "truth-in-thestatehouse" laws yet—Little Rock ( Ark4
Arkansas Gazette
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October at $1,491,055,000-6113
million below October of 1969.
This decrease reflects a one per
cent drop in traffic deaths, an 11.9
Op n oni amity gnus I pm
,
ftew.d,,,, „,d amdik
per cent drop in injuries and a 7.1 I
per cent drop in traffic accidents. edits: AdWIS 1.16-Chndrie Teo
The Institute said this was the * NOW SHOWtNG1
fifth consecutive month in which
the economic loss fell below the
corresponding month a year
earlier and the fourth month in
the last five in which accidents
and injuries were down from a
- year earlier.
axon
The Institute cautioned that
eineennessiwir
improvements in the traffic toll
CHILDRENS SHOW
SATURDAY - I till S
have occurred briefly in the past
ALL SEATS Tie
only to be cancelled by a reversal
in trend. It also pointed out that
while a continuing and significant
downward trend in economic loss
ultimately would lead to a
b`
reduction in auto insurance rates,
fresriviI-LENG114
such a reduction would take time 141
Att
FEATURE
in coming because of the invy
•
months-even years-it takes for
LATE SNOW
accident experience to be
$A T. 1130 pm.
111.1.00.3.11..
:reflected
ratemaktng
in
statistics. It also noted that the
•
total mumber of accidents -is still
rising and the cost of auto repairs
and medical and legal services111110111BA5ST
which are paid by auto insurance-are skyrocketing.
One
nder Is Admitted
The economic loss for the first.
:ea months of 1970 was
$13,640,000,000 down $130 million
from the $13,769,000,000 figure for
the same period last year. Traffic

MU
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I'll accept-this time.
- An original poem by Kim SrnIth

Ten Years Ago Today
LtsiGen. h TIMES rim
The home of J. D. Outland on the Tip Miller farm on the east
side of the county burned on the night of January 5. A small
amount of clothing was saved.
Joe Dick, assistant cashier of the Bank of Murray, has been
named as county agricultural chairman of Calloway ctemty_for
the Kentucky Bankers Association.
Otis H. Erwin of Murray is one of fifty-three students at
Mississippi Southern College, Hattiesburg, who made the
/ President's list. These are students who made all A's.
Engagements. announced today include Miss Anita Carol
Brandon to Elvin Hugh Crouse and Miss Nancy Outland to Tom
—Moran Samuels
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KEEP RIGHT
MOOSEJAW, Saskatchewan
City
Moosejaw
UPI I-The
Council has passed a law
requiring pedestrians to walk
3n the right side of the
sidewalk.
Object: Keep them from
into, each other.
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Penalty.: A f100 fine or 30 days
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Penn Wins Tenth Game - tandry Likes
Over Harvard Thursday The Looks of

21illdc- JANUARY 8 1971

• ER & T MES - Mt RRAY, KENTUCKY

Sports Parade

ech Meets Racers Host East
ustin Peay Tennessee.Saturday
On Saturday

(Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.)
him back on a football field
By MILTON RICHMAN
again.
1:"*United
Press International points and rally Penn to an 81,UPI Sports Writer
He told them he was all
pH to a strong conference start scorer with a 16.7 average.
Phil Hankinson was the man
NEW YORK (UPI -Dave through with football, a game
62 come-from-behind victory
with road wins over Eastern Blondet has averaged 14.6,
of the hour for Penn's fifthget he once loved.
over Harvard. The victory was DALLAS (UPI)Lrom Landry Meggyesy never is going to
Kentucky . and Morehead, the Taylor 14.3, Bill Mancini 11.9,
ranked Quakers Thursday Penn's 10th without a loss.
Why?
admits h" DallasCowboys k done.
Murray State Racers will be Johnson 9.6, and Williams 8.9,
night.
Not by himself -anyway.
It was too dehitmanizing.
COOKEVILLE, Tern -Goals hosts to OVC foes East Tennessee Young, Blondet, Taylor, and
Brown could be better with a more
Jam
Sophomore
Hanitinson, a sophomore, boosted Harvard to a 35-29 lead consistent passing attack, but
But he has himself a pretty Dave Meggyesy went further are sometimes hard to reach, but and Tennessee Tech this Mancirni have all hit better than
came off the bench to score 18
will
whieh
start and even though he than that. He sat down and they are expecially difficult when weekend.
team
the
fair
that
swears
50 percent of their field goal
before Hankinson was inserted.
East Tennessee will be in attempts, and Williams has hit
He sparked a pair of barrages face Baltimore in the Super wanders off base now and then, wrote a book calling it "Out of a tall and talented obstacle is
constantly in your way.
Murray Saturday night and Tech 49.3 percent. As a team, the
that lifted Penn into the lead. Bowl- in Miami Jan. 17 he makes a lot of good owe Their League."
Racers have hit 50.5 from the
rown was high scorer in the approaches one of his long time and cannot or should not be In the book, excerpts of For the second straight game, Monday.
dismissed as another one of which have appeared in Look Tennessee Tech cagers will go The two road wins last weekend field and 65.5 from the line. They
goals.
game with 24 points.
magazine, he makes Certain against a top-notch pivotman gave the Racers an overall have averaged 87.0 points and
In the only other games "This team is about where I those football flakes.
The first question you may ask admissions and charges.
when they tangle with Austin record of 8-1 and an OVC record 49.8 rebounds to their opponents'
involving ranked teams, Louis- wanted it to be," Landry said
He admit 'to having tried Peay on the Governors' home of 2-0. They share the league lead 71.3 and 36.6.
ville ( No. 14) walloped North today. "We rely on what I is who is Dave Meggyesy?
Dave Meggyesy is a 29-year- drugs legLitharges that the use court Saturday night.
Texas State 90-72 and Drake wanted to rely on-namely, the
with Western Kentucky who also Taylor is the leading rebounder
of
years
defense.
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78
(No. 19) edged Wichita State
picked up a pair of road wins over with 9.7 a game. Johnson has
We had always hoped we football experience. Four, of gies among pro football varsity tilt will be preceeded by the weekend at East Tennessee averaged 8.3. Blondet has been
in a pair of Missouri Valley
Referee Wally Harris did little
would reach the point that we those were spent at Syraspe players is widespread.
Tech-APSU freshman game at and Tennessee Tech.
toughest from the free throw line
o endear himself to the Boston Conference games.
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didn't
p.m.
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with 15 in 17 attempts.
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Luther,
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23
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Racer
Jim Price
3rulns Thursday night.
play to win games. But, you years were spent with the St. He figures football in this The Golden Eagles battled delighted with the two wins, said
Louisville's
in
21
Al
Vilcheck
Bruins downed the
The
one loss use west you have and build Louis Cardinals' football team. country isn't anything at all national power Western Ken- he viirs especially pleased with
Vancouver Canucks 6-4 to boost victory, its 10th against
Game Became Dehumanlx.hgg like it started out to be. It's too tucky to the wire in their last his. team's defense, poise, and
21 around lt.e,
Halliburton's
while
Jeff
their National Hockey League
Meggyesy was offered a commercial and too violent ouling but couldn't stop the shooting. "We got great team
"That's Why we relied on
the
over
lifted
Drake
points
0. Eastern Division lead to three
'toppers' big center, Jim efforts in both games, we had
the Bulldogs' finesse in past years. We just $35,000 contract by the Cardin- now.
was
It
Shockers.
points over idle New York but
didn't have the pertannel to run als this past season and given "Fore some people their lag McDaniels, who scored 49 points balanced scoring, and we hit
two
against
ninth
Victory
in the process had bids for two
t. every assurance he would be day of the week Is Sueday when and pulled down 19 rebounds.
the ball down anyone'
better than 50 percent of our'
league records wipeel_Mlle
their starting right linebacker they can tune in on pro Tech once again will be con--• shots," Luther said. "I thought
Colorado St. beat Now, I think we have WI
Elsewhere,
Harris' calls.
but he told them they didn't football." he says. "Twelve fronted with an outstanding we played better at Eastern but
Arizona 90-65 behind Rick the defense to go. with it."
-A torn
(UPI)
CINCINNATI,
The Bruins tied a six-year-old
e enough money ever to get hundred men get out there pivotman, APSU's Greg Kinman, Morehead had a fine game
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basketball game
handed goals in a season when
out of each other, and 25 averaging 17.4 points and 16.9 Luther said it was difficult to
Holcomb 31 as Memphis State as the Cowboys used the
Boboutfielder
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Cincinnati
Dallas Smith scored in the first
:tremendous running of rookie
million plug into -it. Why? It's rebounds per game for the Govs. single out individuals in either
upset Bradley 102-87.
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America's' theater. If
and Hector Blondet for their play the 1971 major league baseball
led Baylor to a 90-8.1 victory
his 35th and 36th goals in the
theater, why does it have to be although the two schools carry at Eastern and Ron Williams,
over Louisiana State and John control the ball, eat up precious
season.
game, had an apparent hat
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By United Press Internet= hero is George Patton."
The club, which
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Princeton beat Dartmouth 78year with 57, was playing a
last
Harris.
Vince Boryla's decisive
Meggyesy talks about many double-figure scorers: Tech's points against Eastern. Williams
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the tendon in his right heel
hat tricks ma season as well
Boryla, the Stars' general sand posture it adopts.
victories over potent Detroit
guard Jerry Stephenson, 17.2.
Taylor got a clutch 3-pointer to Wednesday night.
as giving the Bruins a shorte,
manager, fined Donnie Free- He claims hie disillusionmeht Tech head coach Connie Inman win the game with 13 seconds left
and San Francisco.
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surgery Thurshanded.goal record.
The '-defense, during that man, the club's second leading with football started while he is expected to start Pack. Lewis, after Morehead had taken its first He underwent
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was placed in a fa leg
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cast which he will keep on for
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College Basketball Results
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indicated, however, that should By United Press International
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defeat
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Miss Sarah Ann 13lack Becomes Bride Of F
William Paul Sturmtin Lovely Ceremony 14
"
Kenneth Harrell, Allen Russell, At "Duncannon", Bride's Parents' Hon*

Friday, January 8
Murray Frank Fay, H. W. Wilson, and
North
Homemakers Club will meet at Bill Wyatt. Members note place
•
the home of Mrs. Greene Wilson, of meeting.
Lynn Grove Road,-,at 1:30 p.m.
Tuesday, January 12
The Murray-Calloway County The Symphonic Band Winter
Senior Citizens Club will meet at concert will be held at the
12 noon at the social hall of the Murray State auditorium at eight
First United Methodist Church. A p.m. Paul Shahan is the
potluck luncheon will be served. ductor and Roger Reichmuth the
guest conductor. Public is invited
"Truth", a folk singing grou p and there is no charge.
from the Ninth and 0 Baptist
New
Providence
The
Church, Louisville, will present a
contemporary Homemakers Club will meet at
concert
of
Christian folk music at the the home of Mrs. Jim Allbritten
Reptile Student Center at seven at one p.m.
p.m.Public is invited and there is
The Prosive Homemakers
no-charge.
Club will niFet with Mrs. Jane
p.m.
A shower for Mr. and Mrs. Blair at seven
Harold Bynum whose trailer
The Westside Homemakers
home was destroyed by fire will
will meet at the home of
Club
be held at the Poplar Springs
_Usrey at 12:30 p.m.
Baptist Church at seven p.m. For Mrs. Alvin
items to be picked up call Janice
Murray Branch of the AAUW
McCuistion 753-6566 or Evelyn
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Phillips 753-5033.
Frank &Arnim at 7:30' p.m.
Willard A3ws.thsapaaker.
Saturday, January 9
The Geed &sepherd United
The Captain Wendell Oury
chapter of the DAR will meet at Methodist Church WSCS will
the home of Mrs. Doris Nance, meet at the church at one p.m.
1715 Farmer Avenue,at two p.m.
Murray Star Chaplir No. 433
Mrs. Lucille S. Ginger of Henderson, acting district manager, Order of the Easter'', Star will
meet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30
will be a special guest.
p.m.

a...a.m....a...a

B.

al.a.a

The TV

a•

pliant 753-1917 et ')55.454

•

•

/

t

The

Mrs. George Hart, who course served during the social
recently "visited sections of In- hour: Mesdames Maurice
donesia, presented a program on Christopher, Larrie Clark, Olga
LeJ.
"Take Time to Travel" to Freeman, Charles Hinds,
Oakley, John
members of Chapter M of the Hortin, Hugh
P.E.O. Sisterhood, Monday Quertermous, E. D. Roberts,
Miss Susan Kennedy, member of the Alpha Omicron Pi social
evening, Janttary 4, .at seven Morgan Sisk, Frank Stubblefield,
sorority at Murray State University, is pictured as she tells a
thirty o'clock at the home of Mrs. Paul Sturm, A. H. Titsworth, and
story at the regular Story Hour period held on Wednesdays and
Harry Sparks. Mrs. John Nutter Miss Ann Herron.
Thursdays at the Calloway County Public Library. Miss Kennedy
was hostess for the 19 memb4rs The next meeting will be a 12
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Beale Kennedy of Murray.
o'clock luncheon January 16, at
present.
Members of the sorority have donated their services for the Story
home of Mrs. McKenzie with
the
W.
Mrs.
with
along
Hart,
Mrs.
Hour project daring the past five years.
Z. Carter,-Mrs. P. A. Hart, and Mrs. Pitman assisting hostess.
Mrs. Mary Bordeauji, all of Mrs. Freeman will give the
Murray, were in a group of 24 program.
who toured in the Republic of
Indonesia, Anatillia, and other
islands. They were sponsored by
Indianapolis Headquarters of
Disciples of Christ and the United
Travel Service.
The speaker centered her talk
and slides on Bali, one of the 20
Preeinces of the republic, and
Harlan McCage was the
Djakarta, the capital, most Mrs.
at a delightfully planned
honoree
populous city and chief seaport of
in celebration of her
held
party
the Republic of Indonesia. The
on
birthday
colorful slides depicted modes of seventy-third
evening, January 5, at
Tuesday
transportation by boats, barges
Restaurant.
and carts, native flowers and Rudy's
The party was hosted by
fields, an International Church,
her family. She was
the Royal Palace, and the members of
of gifts which she
recipient
the
Temple, and maw.other inMrs. Williae Paul Sturm
a
A shower for Mr. and Mrs. The Neighborhood Girl Scout
teresting scenes. •
opened at the party.
By Abigail Van Buren
Harold Bynum whose trailer Council will meet at the Girl
"The women of Bali are noted Films of the Christmas party
became
Black
Ann
Sarah
Miss
white
large
a
carried
Each
home was destroyed by fire will Scout Cabin at 9:30 a.m.
the bride of William Paul Sturm poinsettia with jeweled aecent for their beauty," said Mrs. Hart held for the employees of Rudy's
DEAR ABBY We have a darling one-year-old adopted
be held at the Bethel United
on Saturday, December 26, at and floor-length velvet stredmers as she showed several pictures of and their families were shown.
baby. We have been advised by our case worker to apply now Methodist Church at seven p.m.
The Murray Quota Club will
colorfully-dressed natives and
for our second child as the waiting list for adopted babies is For items to be picked up call meet at the Holiday Inn at 12 two-thirty o'clock in the af- in moss green.
the
of
well clothes children. The women Refreshments
the
"Duncannon"
at
ternoon
Louis-vine
of
Cody
Robert
longer than it has ever been because of the new liberal Mrs.Roy Bynum 753-5844 or Mrs. noon
birthday
decorated
beautifully
for
in
noted
skill
also
their
are
the
of
home
ante-belliun
lovely
served the groom as best man.
abortion laws.
Sandra Bynum 753-4644.
to
bride near Richmond.
The ushers were Thomas Post of weaving and richly embroidering cake and coffee were served
We don't want to add to the problems of those women
The Gamma Gamma Chapter The bride is the daughter of Mr.
silk and cotton clothing, and in the family members and the
Black
Thomas
Lt.
and
Lexington,
who are carrying an unwanted child, and maybe we're asking
The Boots and Slippers Square of Beta Sigma Phi will meet at and Mrs. Thomas J. Black, Jr. of III of Yuba, California, brother of weaving cloth of gold and silver employees and their families of
a lot to have them consider this, but if a woman is undecided
Dance Club will have a dance at 7:30 p.m.
thread. Samples of materials Rudy's.
Richmond, and the groom's .the bride.
as to which route to take, maybe knowing that there are a lot
eight p.m. at the American
were shown, including the lovely
parents are Mr. and Mrs_ Paul
Reception
of married couples who would love to give an unborn child a
Cooperative W. Sturm of Murray.
Leo's
St.
Legion Building, South 6th and
gold embroidered suit which the Mrs. McCage was a recent
the
following
Immediately
borne, would help in making her decision.
patient at a Memphis Hospital,
Maple Streets with Bill Dunn as Preschool Mothers will meet at Dr. Frank Tinder of Richmond wedding, a reception was held in speaker wore.
We love our little one and would certainly like to have the caller For information call seven p.m. at Gleason Hall for a
Mrs. Hart praised the but is now at the home of her
performed the double ring the beautifully decorated dining
daughter, Mrs. Opal Smith, 304
another thru the only way open to us Adoption. Thank God
business meeting and creative ceremony in the parlor at
753-1386.
room of the home. More than UR missionaries q the islands.. They
for it
workshop. Members note change "Duncannonv, before an altar
LOVES CHILDREN
Eleventh Street, Murray.
South
by
group,
%let
pretouring
the
guests were in attendance.
in time.
decorated with a fireside basket The couple left for a short arrangement, at numerous
DEAR LOVES: If you truly love children, there are plenty
Sunday, January 10
of balsam, pine and holly, flanked wedding trip and from thence to places and were most helpful in
available. They are not all new-born. and they are not all
An International dinner to raise
Circles of the WSCS of the First by wrought iron candelabras
makeetheir home in Nashville, making the trip more worwhite, but they are all beautiful, and in need of love and a funds for scholarships will be United Methodist Church will
greens rennessee where the groom is a thwhile. Mr. and Mrs. William 01111111111111111118•11111811MIN1111•1114
good borne.
held by the International Student meet at 9:30 a.m. as follows: draped with Christmas
_
poinsettias._
rhilt McElrath; formerly of Murray,
senior-law student.atAssociation, Murray State, at the Alice Waters with Mrs. James H. and white
Of
accompaniment
the
To
the
- is were tow of,the missionaries who
brlde
and
['MO/Nifty
DEAR ABBY: Do you think it looks nice for a college Sittitneses anbhiltiaft, at ail pm.. Frank,' 1512 - Johnson' Bessie
the
music,
wedding
traditional
the
Metropolitan happily greeted their tionie4owit,
employed by
girl o ride in a car for several hundred miles with five Tickets are two dollars each and Tucker with Mrs. Frank Kane,
.
friends.
bride was escorted down the School System of Nashville.
s.invited.
public
the
college boys?
1617 Keeneland; and Maryleona stairs on the arm of, her father
During the business meeting of
supper
a
reception,
the
After
The girl is our daughter and she says it would save her
Frost withMrs. G. C. Fain. 1210 who gave her in marriage.
M, Mrs. Henry
was served at the home of the Chapter
The Phi Mu Alpha Musicade Peggy Ann Drive.
quite a lot of money if she made her trips to college and back
McKenzie,
president, presided.
Dress
Bride's
bride's parents to the out of town
home for weekends and holidays with the boys. They are all will be held at the Recital Hall,
Devotions were given by the
The bride wore a floor length guest and relatives.
University,
three
at
State
Murray
nice hometown boys, but Abby, one girl with five boys.
Groups of the %VMS of the First
chaplain, Mrs. W. J. Pitman,
p.m. The public is invited and Baptist Church will meet as gown of ivory peau de soie which
We realize it would be a saving for her to travel by car
after which routine committee
of
Collar
Victorian
a
featured
with the boys, but if her character and morals were there is not charge. •
follows: I with Mrs. Owen alenco" n lace with long sleeves
reports were heard. Mrs. Don
Bil.Wton at 9:30 a.m., II with and a tucked bodice. The lice GrOLIII-d-00tS
questioned it wouldn't be worth the few dollars saved. I
Fuqua's membership was ofThe
suppose I am old-fashioned in some of my beliefs, but where
The Murray-Calloway County Mrs. 0. C. Wells at ten a.m., and outlined the waistline, tucked
In special diet recipes ficially transferred from Chapter
there is a good reason for it, I refuse to accept change What Shrine Club will have its monthly III with Mrs. Edgar Pride at two bodice 'and wide cuffs of the calling for ground oats. K, Memphis, to Chapter M,
is your opinion?
A MOTHER fellowship breakfast at the p.m.
sleeves. Her full length mantilla here's how to prepare. the Murray.
or old:rashHoliday Inn at nine a.m.
Other than previously menthe aleneon lace was appliqued oats. Put quick
of
DEAR MOTHER: If the boys are "nice," I see ao reams
ioned oats, uncodked, tioned members, the following
Wednesday, January 13
hostel's' can help you
lace
a
from
fell
It
Into
illusion.
why your daughter should not ride with these And if Royale
Concord tiara. She carried a nosegay of through the fine blities of were present to enjoy the dessert
New
The
over the anxiety of getan
Ni
or
,grinder
food
a
questions her character, I would question theirs. IN. ono
11
Monday, January
Homemakers Club will meet with white roses.
ting acquainted in new
electric blender, Glitetrid
looks behind the door unless be himself has hidden tbere.
Calloway
County Mrs. Rainey Lovins at 1:30 p.m.
The
surroundings and make
Miss Elizabeth Jane Kaenzig of oats can be stored In wn
Genealogical Society will meet at
you feel at "Home
Vandalia, Ohio, cousin of the empty oats box or other
THE
CONFIDENTIAL TO MY READERS: If you know a boy -- the home of Mrs. Robert L. The Pottertown flomernakers bride was maid of honor. Mr-s. covered container. When
Sweet Home," agaiti:
[from ten to 21 years old] in whose future you have an e Bowden, Farmer Avenue, at 1:30 Club will meet at the home of Thomas J. Blat9t, iii, of Yuba, measuring, spoon into a.
She will bring gifts and
Mrs Myrtle Cayce, 905 Cold- California, sister-in-law to the standard measuring interest, give him the book, "The Gonit" by Red Ruden.sky, ,
vital information from
strai
the
using
lei
off.
el
a.m.
ten
at
Road,
water
(published by the Piper Company( He will find the book so
bride, was matron of honor. The edge of e knife or spatula.your neighborhood busiHomemakers
The Suburban
fascinating that he may not get his homework done until he's
bridesmaid was Miss Paula Jean
r leaders.
4e
and cli—
ness
Club will meet at the home of The
Harris
Grove Quire of Valley Station.
finished it. But his teachers won't mind, and neither will his
p.m.
seven
at
Jennings
Call
J.
0.
Mrs.
Club
at
meet
will
Homemakers
parents, because if they read it—and I wish they would, they
The three attendants wore
with Mrs_ Lenith Rogers as the home of Mrs. Estelle Heuer at identical floor-length gowns of
Phone 753-2378
will realize that there Is a lesson there that is every bit as
cohostesti.-*
one p.m.
Myrtle Mae Grogan
Important as math or history.
woolsilk in Christmas Holly red.
753-1365 '
An excerpt from "The Coseir:
The Mattie Bell Hays Circle of The Arts and Crafts Club has
The Most
"Nobody paid much attention to me unless I swiped
Famous Basket
First United Methodist cancelled its meeting for this
the
began
chase
spent
I
something. I started at 14. Then the
in the World x
Church WSCS will meet at the month.
over 35 years in dozens of different prisons. fl catered 10
social hall at seven p.m.
times 1 Believe me, I am not very profs/ of it. How can yas
be proud of a lousy life like that?
'Mrs.Gertie Duncan is a patient '
The Cnr4elin Erwin Circle cif
"I am legally out now, a Square John over 70, and I want
the South Pleasant Grove United
at the Westview Nursing Home,
to tell every boy I know that there is not one iota of glamor
Methodist
Murray.
in a career of crime, even for the so-called big-time
Cilur‘lb WSCS will
It's.bet it all like the movies play it up, or like the
Harry Wilkerson is a patient at
The Wrangler 4-H Club will
and you one on TV. I have known many big shot criminals
John Arnett was honOreilidtb if the
Community ... Hospital,
To
a
party
sponsor
at
skating
fA.I.Capone was my cellmate at Atlanta. Ga.] and I haven't
party in celebration of his tenth Mayfield, for a checkup.
at
p.m.
Skateland
seven
Benton
found a single one who wouldn't have traded everything he
birthday at the home of his
The charge will be one dollar per parents, Mr and Mrs. Charlie F.
possessed. for 30 days of freedom and peace of mind, if not
Mr: and Mrs. James D. Carter
person. Persons needing a ride
for himself, for his family.
Arnett
and son of Warren, Mich.,'have
Gary Wicker.
call
Games were played and returned home after'a two weeks RITE TIME -- Susan Milne
Don't lock yourself up Me I did"'
and Try Our
refreshments of cake, ice cream. vacation with relatives here.
EialehowerS 19. grandThe Sigma Department of the
FRESH
LAKE CATFISH
*
KY.
served.
were
lacks
and cracker
daughter aof the lute presiCONFIDENTIAL TI) BUFFALO MOTHER: If all the
Murray Woman's Club will meet
* COUNTRY HAMS AND STEAKS
Those present were Mike Coles, Mr.and Mrs. Larry Carter and dent, and Alexander Hugh
brides who cried bitter tears were encouraged to ma house to
in the Sigma Kindergarten room Casey Puckett, Lisa Jones,
Private Dining Room
(Call For Reservations)
Bradshaw, 29. Britisb at-.
mamma, there would be at least three generatises of weepat Robertson School at 7:30.p.m. Douglass Gibbs,and John Arnett. daughters of Columblis Ind.,
torney, are shown beiore
NI
so
7 Cloys a Week
a.m.
6
p.m.
ing women under every roof. Your husband is right. Enafter
Saturday
home.
returned
Hostesses will be-Robertson Also present were Mrs-. Ophelia
the rruiefaage• news .broke
courage your daughter to stay there and try to wort out her
— J. C. GALLIMOFIE —
School at 7:30 p.m. Hostesses will Bazzell and the honoree's spending_a week with relatives in
in Getty•.bui g. Po
own problems.
fiturcay and Calloway County.
be Mesdames W. J Pitman, parents

Fewer babies. for
adoption worries her

1

Mrs. George Hart Presents Program On
Travels In Indonesia At Chapter Meet

Birthday Party Is
Held Tuesday For
Mrs., McCage
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Tediu
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- Mrs. Knauer clams
consumer progress
WASHINGTON (UPD: Virginia H.
Knauer. President Nixon's consumer
affairs adviser, invited 100 or so news• men to a news conference yesterday.
wished them happy new year and delivered a 38-minute monologue. Its thrust
was that she and Nixon were doing a
great job for the American consumer.
Some senators and House members,
particularly Democrats, have disagreed.
Sen Frank E. Moss (D., Utah), chairman
of the Senate consumer subcommittee,.
told the Senate Dec. 9. "The Nixon
Administration's consumer protection
program is a fraud."
BLAMING THE Administration for
the impasse which blocked consumer
legislation last year. Moss said Mrs.
Knauer was -humiliated, undercut and
hamstrung" by more powerful and
more conservative Nixon aides.
"Utterly ridiculous!" Mrs. Knauer
said of such allegations. She said she
had achieved so much her press clippings "filled nine scrapbooks which are
five inches thick."
Unable to interject questions, newsmen fidgeted and studied bar charts
comparing Mrs. Knauer's activities with
those of her predecessor, Betty Furness, who worked for President Johnson
The charts said9Mrs. Knauer racked

••.

Funeral services for Jim
Watkins of 409 South 8th Streer,"°7"
Murray, were held today at two
p.m at the chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral Home with
Rev. Jerrell White officiating. -

Calls news conference
to cite accomplishments

Mrs. Knauer
Pallbearers were Charles
Watkins, Randy Shelton, Jimmy
Cobb, Douglas Sutherland,
Michael Garland, and Thomas
Irvin, grandsons and grandsonsin-law.
Interment was the in the North
Pleasant Grove cemetery with
the arrangements by the BlalockColeman Funeral Home.
Mr. Watkins, age 74, died
Wednesday at one p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. A retired farmer, he
was a member of the North
Pleasant Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church and a
veteran of World War I. He was
born in Marshall County March
22, 1896, and his parents were the
late James and Cynthia Stegner
Watkins.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Mary Watkins; two daughters,
Mrs. Doris Cobb of Murray and
Mrs. Jimmy (Shirley) Shelton of
Murray Route Two; stepdaughter, Mrs. Homer (Vannetta) Bullard of Chesterton,
Ind.; four sons, Hugh of London,
Ky., Glenn of Calvert City, Joe of
Dexter, and Harry with the U. S.
Navy in Rhode Island; stepson,
Glen Mason Sutherland of
Hobart, Ind.; sister, Mrs. Rhoda
Gordon of Murray Route Two;
twenty-four grandchildren; eight
great grandchildren.

up more speeches and interviews 1196
to 1251, more congressional referrals
(970 to 4201. more consumer correspondence (38,000 to 14,0001, more
press contacts (2500 to 15001 and more
consumer bills presented to Congress
(200 to 801.
MRS. KNAUER cited her other activities-63 news conferences, 25 appearances before congressional conunittees,
73 television appearances, 154,980 miles
traveled. She claimed significant progress in consumer education and government liaison between consumers and
-buainess.
Mrs. Knauer is a wealthy Philadelphia art patron who got interested in
civic affairs years ago. She served on
the Philadelphia city council, was appointed Pennsylvania consumer adviser,
and was named to tha.White House job
20 months ago.
"When we started in 1969 you could
characterize it as ground zero," Mrs.
Knauer said. "When we look back over
these 20 months we can agree that a
great deal has been accomplished . . .
I think it's a very strong record."
After her speech, newsmen asked
-what consumer legislation the Adminis:""
tration would propose this year. She
declined to answer, saying Nixon would
announce it later.

IT LOOKED REAL ENOUGH—This ia the way a dummy •
dynamite berakrieeked aa it bq it a flosk lp the Henry County
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cigarettes, but we did recognize
that many people, particularly
the young, are using it."
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Unbelievables
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have a better chance of
2622 thousand wildfires ISUrn five "Everything was legal. There
Be-Bops
breaking the ordinance here,
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Glory-Stompers
since Akron is a smaller city."
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wood,
of
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million
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3 45 smoke. A large forest
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burning out of control for several WASHINGTON — Former 20, a Latvian woman
Mayfield, Ky.
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days,
High Team Game ISC)
Gov. Edmund G. Brown of and sister will have to return to
Jones industrial (pulp and paper, lumber, Final rites for Mrs. Fanny
Farmers livestock mark
the Dow
512 dollars damage. Remember, California, who headed a
Livestock weighed on arrival.
average of 30 selected blue plywood, etc.1 planted or Griffin of Dexter will be held Strike Outs
Canada and not be granted
509 preventing forest fires is commission that has recomCattle this week 789
asylum in the United States:
chips stood at 837.90 up 0.07 and distributed more than 465 million Saturday at one p.m. at the Be-Bops
responsibility.
everybody's
495
mended reducing penalties for
Temple Hill United Methodist Savage Four
Calves this week 53
"Unless we get political
advances outpaced declines, 179 seedlings.
marijuana violators:
Compared to last week: to 132, among the 430 issues The total included more than Church with Rev. Thomas
asylum, they'll send three
High Team Game (HC)
"We weren't ready to legalize bodies back to Manitoba."
Solingen."G,-r,naj.y has long
Slaughter cows .25 higher, crossing the tape,
460 million pioe seedlings and Bullock and Rev. Roger Joseph
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at
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slaughter bulls
almost five million
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Burial will be in the Temple Savage Four
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superior
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Slaughter Cows: Utility 18.75- slipped ¼ to 79, Chrysler L4 to around, straighter and up to 25 friends may call.
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Strike Outs
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ed Atlantic Richfield
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- lbs. 32.00-34.25, mixed Good and electronic group. Honeywell
High Ind. Game (HC)
Evansville, Ind., area, nine
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3 to 8374, IBM 4
Choice 300-500 lbs. 30.00-32.00, 500- tacked on ,
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to
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Xerox
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to
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Good and Choice 300-500 lbs.
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26.00-29.00,500-700 lbs. 24.00-26.00.
Jackie Hargrove
•(439
.426-4
Bob Hargrove
407
I
Alan Jdnes
••• Not yet
HAIR. TODAY, gone to the
The funeral for Herbert I. Todd
SEATTLE; Wash. ((.P1)
Army tomorrow Is the of Murray Route Six was held
High Ind. Series(HC
Federal State Market News
Everybody from 'mystics t
sfory of John Baugh. 26, as today at 2:30 p.m. at the Elm
537
Connie Lyons
Service
8,
January
1971.
ecologists -seem to be getting
wife Pat'admires his long Grove Baptist Church with Rev.
536
Jones
Kentucky
Alan
Purchase
.Area
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into the act of predicting
locks in Boise, Idaho. His Thomas Fortner and Rev. W. A.
529
Market Report Includes 10
Jackie Hargrove
doomsday.
National GiiiM time would Farmer officiating.
buying
stations.
A Seattle music company
have been up on Feb. 16,
Active pallbearers were Leroy
High Averages
Receipts: Act. 932 est. 2400 but it was learned he was
* Blueberry Pancakes
recently displayed a sign • to
* Buttermilk Pancakes
141
borrows and gilts fully 25c high concealing his long hair Todd, Cortez Merrell, Dwain Larry Evans
ward off that calamity:
Ronald
Audna
Barnhill,
Melton,
* Hawaiian Pancakes
140
Jackie Hargrove
* Silver Dollar Pancakes
"Due to the shortag- of sows steady to 25c higher.
under a wig, and he was
Arnold. Barry Rose
136
trained trumpeters. the end of US 1-3 200-240 lbs. 15.50-16.00; ordered to active duty. Dunn, and Jesse
* Apple Pancakes
135
* Chocolate Chip Pancakes
the world has been postponed US 2-4 190-240 lbs. $ 15.00-15-56- Tben the Army gave him a Honorary pallbearers were Terry Bob Hargrove
135
US 2-4 240-260 lbs. 14.50-15.06. 10-day reprieve for "every Barnhill, Noel Melton, Donnie Rita Hargrove
three-months."_
* Pecan Pancakes
* Coconut Pancakes
131
US 3-4 260-280 lbs. 8 14.00-14.50. chance to present evidence Barnhill, Johnny Arnold, Rupert David Copeland
*
* Strawberry Pancakes
131
SOWS
that might have been over- Maynard, and Gene Green.
Mike Morton
* Cheese Pancakes
Interment was in the church
US 1-2 270-350 lbs. $ 11.00-12.00: looked." Baugh is a folk
* Blackberry Pancakes
Britain has the most variet- US 1-3 300-550 lbs.
cemetery with the arrangements
.* Peanut Butter Pancakes_
10.25-11.25; singer and says he needs
ie- Pf 8heeir.;
by the Max Churchill- Funeral
--the long hair.
US 2-3 450-650 lbs S 6-7549.25:
Home.
-(Some of These—Rave Fruit-Topping and
Mr. Todd, age 72, died Wednesday-at ther-Idurray-Calloway
county Hospital. He was a
'member of the Elrn Grove
3-year
Baptist Church and a retired erecently completed
shows unstudy
Maple - Strawberry - Blackberry government
farmer.
by as
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. wanted noise may be cut
Blueberry • Honey Cinnamon
if trees are
Alicq• Arnold Todd of Murray much as 65 percent
acbarriers,
Route Six; daughter, Mrs. Hilda tred as sound
Southern Forest
Grey Moore of Detroit, Mich.: cording to the
report tall
Researchers
Institute.
four sons, Calvin, J. T., Kenneth,
noise
and•Howard Todd, all of Murray trees absorb and deflect
short ones;
than
Routes; three sisters, Mrs. Clara better
for ' yearBarnhill, Mrs. Eunice Barnhill, evergreens are best
and Mrs. Annie Mae Merrell; one round sound absorption.
the most efbrother; Leslie Todd; fifteen Scientists say
results
Easy Street - Town & Country -reducing
noise
WE HAVE FAMOUS NAME
fective
one
grandchildren;,
great
belts of
foot-wide
from-75
2%frie
grandchild.
Delis° Debs - Cover Girl - Jacqueline and Many More!
closely spaced trees planted
We Will Continue With Our Usual Menu
befireen the noise source and the
area to be protectea.

Federal Stafe"
Market Report
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South Is A Good
Grower Of Trees

Today's Stock
Market

News

Funeral Saturday
For Mrs. Griffin

Pancake House
OPENING!!

Saturday, January 9th

Open 7 Days A Week at.6:3pvii.m.

The Saucy Pig Bar-B-Q

Herbert I. Todd
Rites Held Today

Purchase Area
Hog Market

is adding something new.

A PANCAKE HOUSE

ALL PANCAKES ON THE BREAKFAST MENU
SERVI,„Z ALL DAY AND EVERYDAY

Trees Are Nature's
_
Proofers
Sound
Own

SALE

beisert

ping)

* FIVE.DIFFERENT SYRUPS TO CHOOSE FROM- *

Buy One Pair of Shoes at Regular Price...

MATCHING HANDBAG
ANOTHER PAIR of SHOES

Get A

FOR

$1

OR

"The Newest idea in Dining"

00

Come out this weekend and try these different
assortments of pancakes.

5HOES

One Group of Shoes, Broken,Sizes - - - 85 a pair
'A off
One Group of Boots
-- - 85 each
One Group of Purses
1/3 Off
Another Group of Purses.,-

THE SHOE TREE
Southside Manor Shopping Center

Murray, Ky.

4111111101

Seen & Heard ...

No secrets
.
U11'1.: RENNI•:141 (1 i'l)
IContinitectProm Page One
* -111.11
\earl% 71NI lOreigit fly,
linireil Nieu:rii•d. ijurfniiiiirl
9. Make your house a home for A . g the hr I ' - month, oil
your children
.
1970.
• -1111e ttong dial Ana% - alma10. Guide them intelligently and io•i• orir iner-e. - %I-iliir- i- die
patiently in their quest for God. lreeiliiiii 1116•N I ive 410 e‘aitiiiii.
"Hi- eiviiiiiisetil nil 1.1.11ilie. al
r,inge - .?-.iiir 1 1% rivlit
i.„.rii... I loiliiiittahar 1,1 s_ti*:oill-of
I
he
1111.11
1
il% 1% ,_u'.1
1 ii'iiir. .it thi 1%
1 6 eilliq.

(Mon.-Sat — 6:41-10:00

Sunday 6:30-8:00)

SAUCY BAR-B-Q
& PANCAKE HOUSE
1409 Main Street

Phone 753-7641
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UNION tiROVE CHVISCH
OW CHRIST
Sunday School
10:00 •m
Service
WV**
10:60 am
RrenIng Beryl°,
6:30 pm.

.vre

%SWIM PLEASANT OROVIE
CUAILSISSLAND PRIVIIRITHZCHUSCH
10:00 a.m.
Sunday lionooll
Morning Warship • • • • 11:00 a.m.
1140•11111.15 METHODIST
CHURCH
PIM and Third Sundays:
10:00
Seaday School
11:00
Morning Service
Second and Fourth Sundays:
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
7:00 p.m.
Ilrarealp Service
LYNN OSOVII
NIIRSAY CHURCH or
CHURCH
MICIMODMIT
THE NAZARENE
SIM and Third Sundays:
South llith and Plainview
1:46 a.m.
Womb* Service
pm
1000
School
Sunday
10:45 a.m.
litandlay School
11:00 am
Morning Worship
Second and Fourth *Sunday:
TIMMS KILL
.... 10:00 a.m.
Sunday
11 ,0o
'
lo
m.
1711111115 METHODIST curnrso
No I e tfitri
431:11111 cam, ostrirwiu
m
a.m.
11
Sundays
at
ailfrittrd
CHURCH
STSTIMODIST
SIM
Pysech
Elev. Jerry Lamas,. pastor
Ith Sundays at 5:10 a.m. PIM Sunday:
il
n'
Sid an
... 10:00 a.m.
undi
SUINISLLII CRAM%
SandaiSchoor
Y:
UNITED METHODIST CMUSICIII Osgood
10:00 n.m.
Sunday School ...
Preaching:
11:00 PM.
Worship Service ..
Mgt and Third Sundays 1:10 pm
Third Sends7:
Preachins:
cm
11
at
la:011 PRP
Sundays
Sunda/ 13,Ind and Rh
?mirth Sunday
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
S.rn:
-19:•a
ft•ewie.Worehio
CRESCS
10:41 PM
Sunday School
Main & Broach Streets
HS & Peeler :
0:30 a.m.
Sunday School
CHURCH OF CHRIST
10.30 am
Horning Worship
•
Seedey
Holy Communion Each Third
4:44a.m.
Bible School
Worship Hour
.. 10:40 Lm.
Sunday at
5:00 SAM.
Evening Worship
CHURCH or JESUS CHRIST
OF LAYS'S/I-DAY SAINTS
Services held at 11th and Sycamore
NEW CON CORD
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
CHURCH OF CHRIST
43A1,TARY sinariLa Frees
Bible (lames
TENTBOOlittal. CHURCH OF GOD Worship & Preaching .10
0:0
4 lL
1I r
m
a'
Cherry A ensetnet
1:00
illirmning Worship
10:00
Dender School
ELK (moon
11:00 AIL.
Morning Wordstp
10APTIST CHURCH
7:30 P.M. Sunday School .
Evening Worship
. 10.00 a.m
trattrnsi PENTECOSTAL
Worship 11:00 a.m. and 700 p.m
CRUSCIII
TRW CHURCH OF JiZetrit
$O Irwin Ave
KR
CRISIS? OP
A LA TT-DAT
10 AM
ResdAp astddM
Senn,Ilfreakie worship .. 7 PM. MsstlID9 held in the white chapel
SHEPHERD UNITED
W*414 MURRAY CIIIIVRCII
OF CWRIST
MICTSODIST CHURCH
Seeth Mb Street
(Persorelly• New Reps es&
10 AO PM
Selpher Sartain Carseneet
SEWS, Winkle
OHO ILK. Church School
Worship
01:
E
:000
LICSTINE
U;111T:
PASerri
ce
FT/AT METHODIST rlittl RCN
• METHODIST CHURCH
Fifth and Maple atimet•
Sunday School at 10 a.m. except
Morning Worship
on 3rd Sunday at 11 a.m.
8746 A 10:60 pm Preaching: 1st Sunday at 11 a.m.
HIRRSET BAPTIST CHURCH
...p.m.. la
at
tse p.m Aa.mi
jsr
cbwrob sehoeird Sunday
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
MARTINS CEAPHL UNITED
7:30 p.m.
Evening Montan
IIEST110151ST C1171011
MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH
Wersittip Serviss .. •
0,140
Mils Street as Teti
6:40 am
Sunday School
10:60 am.
Morning Worship
SOUTH FL*ASANT °nevi
Evening Worship:
41:10 p.m. UNITED sternesiaa: minion
(loot -March)
p.m
am.
1:10
Worship
Morning
(Apr-II-Aug.)
5:
:0
40p:rn
Evening Wonialp
NEW MOUNT cmursit.
141SSIONAZY 1115712112.CalURCH
csifirr7 ecrarma
14:00 am.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
Street
A. sad
0:80 pm
Evening Worship
11:00 am
Sunday
FLINT BAPTIST CHURCH
•.M.
1100
School
Sunday
'111•00
,
Sunday School
11:00
Horning Worship
CFIDRCK
BAPTIST
SALIM
1:1A p.m
Itwnins Worship
1000 arts.
Sunday School
11:00 am
Horning Wbrshin .
7:11 pm.
Evening Worship .

G ulDr

NEW PROVIDENCE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
RIIIRSZY VNT
D
Sunday School
10 a.m.
METHODIST CRUNCH
Morning Worehtp
11 am. Worship Service:
Evening Worship .... 510 p.m
11:00 am & 7.00 p.m
OILMEN PLAIN ClIrSCE
Or CHRIS?
CHURCIII
Storming Worship
10:46 am.
WOW Hall. led & Sapid'
itvontne Worship
7:00 p.m.
Bible School
1:10
Wed. Bible Study
7:10
'Worship Service
10:41 a.m.
ST. LEO CATHOLIC CHURCH
Evening Service
:04 pm.
401 N. 18th Street
Se, Martin Saintlier, Pastor
UNITED' PENTACOSTAL
Sunday Masses. I a m .11. a.m. and
CHGR4:11
4:80 p.m.
New Concord on Hwy 444
COLDW•THE UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 am.
METHODIST CH1.1114-14
Horning Worship
11:00 a.m
Jim Bake,, Paster
Evening Worship
1:00 p civ
First
Sunday
SPRING CRZILK BAPTIST
Church School
10700
Morning Worship .... 11:00 pm. Worehin Service
11:00
Training Union .
7:00 p.m.
Evening Worship .... 8:00 P.m.
SCOTTS GROVE 'BAPTIST
•
NORTHeling BAPTIST
Worship Service .... 10:00 am.
114 pm,
11:00 a.m. Training Union
Warship Service
Evening Service
7:00 p.m.
RAIMANYTHL MISSIONARY
norritur CHURCH
SINSINO OPIUNG11 BAPTIST
Horning Worship
11 :00
CHURCH
Tnalning Union
II:80 p.m.
11:00s PM.- Evening Worship
Morning Worship
7:30 p.m.
8:30 p.m..
Trawling Union .
7:10 p.m.
Evening Worship ..
WRIT FORE BAPTIST

b experts
LADCt King

d recognize
particularly

OAR GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CillURCH

it."

Morning Worsnip
rcvenlne Worstor.

.ty councilSoup

Morning Worship
Training Union
Evening Worship

--UM" pin.
150 p.m

and

Worship Maur
Evening Service

Chicago,

GOOD

Horning Worship
11:00 atm
::-.unday Night Sendai . 1:00
am.

10.30 am.
7.00 pm.

LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
PRESRYTERIAN

HAZEL ISAFTIST CHURCH
B. R. Wieellsemer, Near

with phos-

11:00 a.m.
6:00 p.m.
1:30 p.m.

LOCUST (moire
CRURCE or THE NAZARENE
Kirkaey.

FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
111 N. Fifth Street

n filed suit
ordinance,

MY PROGRAM

orship
••••••11:00 a.m.
Training Usoon
IAA p.m.'
Evening Vt ()raisin ... • 710 p.m.

detergent
feels they
of

roma.* erarfros BAPTIST
CHURCH
Saute $ - Pottertown

chance

ance here,
ller city."

11:00 a.m.
7:00 p.m.
8:10 ii.m.

Morning Worship
Training Milan
Evening V.orshlp

a Abolins,
who has

FIRST BAPTIST
Morning Worship .
Evening Worship,

10:41 &AM
7:Mk pap

FIRST AMISSISLY OF SOD

MT. PLEASANT CUMBERLAND
PRZABYTIIRIAN elicit H

her mother
to return to
be granted

Morning Worship
11:00
Sunday Night Service .. 7:00

States:

•JNIVERSITY

political
t
end three

"rno

CFURCH

OF
106 North 16th Street

nitoba."

Morning Worship •
Evening Worship ..

10:30 a.m.
COO p.m.

PIES? reiniseressitast

...BUT.11
3-1T4NOUGH?'
My program censists of some very speciat
activities...services

Charles H. Madfsel. Peeler
Church School
9:30 p.m
Service of Worship
. 11:00 am

7:h0P.41...."
44o
ri ,
-:0:
111.14
00
da.
"
liunlir"
11 :4111. aMs.
Presetting
liveable Service _...'••411.440.

that enough? &Kiel work, church attendance, tithing of my
int:pme,leachingjn Sunday school, these things- I do, but I ask you t.

INCROVAJCS•
107 North Fourth Street
George R. Bandarra
11:00 a. m.
10:30 a.m
Watchtower Study
6:30 p. m. Bible Lecture Sunday
9.30 am.

Morning Worship
Everung Worship

PLEASANT VALLEY CHURCH
CHRIST

I perform every week. But I ask ,you.

'
than
is therenough? God says, no! He expecti inore

SITES TSr DAY &11111111
CHUMS '
11th & laseraece
Sabbath School
11
.:
-7.42.44
Worship Ser..'

good works. He expects you to surrender your life in WI to Him.
The sick must be attended. His church must be supperted.
There is work to he done. These are virtues pleasing to Him

-

Stokes Tractor 8 implement Co.

enlist in God's army this rery day? Why not start to church regularly

•

-

and.take Up your cross and

Massey-Ferguson Sales and Service

Industrial Road

Phone 753-1319

Kottecky fried Ckieken

4'cana

To*

Service

1105 Pogue - }Block E. of S 12th

Wm. E. Dodson, Owner
Hogs Brought Daily

Phone 753-6168

American
.
Motors
•
Cain a TreasMoher-Salee

Storey's Food Giant
Bel Air Shopping Center

Sale Every Tuesday et I p.m. - Ph. 753-5334
®0000 /Plitit

..
-r-'

•

Shirley Florist

Heating

Service Through Knowledge
Commercial Refrigeration
802 Chestnut
Phone 753-8181

Trenholm's Drive-in

Phone 753-141111

Murray Livestock Company

Murray Auto Parts

Air Conditioning -

. -Tbe Cleaner That's Interested In Yea

Your Uni•lbyal Tire Dealer

Claude Vaughn
Plumbing, Heating and Air Conditioning
Commercial and Residential -Sales A Service
Repairs & Installstion - Gas a Sewer

Randy Thornton Service Co.

.Boone's Incorporated

-

,

A Choler-Selection of Relishes • Sailalis -'Meat,
Vegetables and Desserts
Fast Service - Open Sundays
Hwy. 641 North
Phone 753-2700

Co.--

.
I

Shady Oaks
MOBILE HOME COURT
Mayfield , Highway 121
PhOne 753 5209

.

/

G

Colonial House Smorgasbord

A Friend

...,_
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Murray Wholesale

Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish - Fri. and Sat.
Plate Lunches Daily. Banquet Room Facilities
for Churches, Clubs and All Social Meetings
753-3992
So. Side Manor Shopping Center

---.

My Program prough?"-

,

Southside Restaurant

"It's Finger LIckin. Good”
Free Delivery on Orders of $2.00 or More
Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwich
Sycamore at 12th
Can In Orders 753-7101

501 N. 4th

follow }Jim all the way....

then you won't-have to ask, "Is
--

...,,,.....,,,,;;•• ,,,,,,-,.,...-........„7:
s...,...4,...,...... 3....,...""^..........

,(Belk

Word & Elkins
,..... .
,

—-

'Veer. Honey'Shopping
-

Honny Penny Chicken - Pizza - Spaghetti
Free Delivery on Orders of $2.00 or More
Phone 753-2997
.12th & Chestnut
-

Store
_ . 7534773

114 So. 5th

• Lovett-Brothers

IICA Victor- Frigidaire - Marling
... MB Maple
Phone 75342

Dunn TV 8 Appliance

Rebuilt Engines & Transmissions - Radiators
Sales and Service
Repaired • A Complete Parts Departme-nt 7
'—Your Gulf Oii -Dist.
Flowers for All Geeasieris
V_____I
, Ambassador - Rebel - Hornet - GremlinAdmirai
- Tappan - Whirltreol
Phone 753-442
605 Maple Street
4South
2nd
Phone
753-3571
-.;... Top Quality Used Cats
Member F.T.D. '
DB South 12th
Phone 753-3037
Phone 753-2221
North 12th trect
'
447
F
11/
PopMS
....._
I'hone 753-6448
7534251
502 N. 4th St,
.

Villit

.

Gulf

Ve

Spann
Real Estate Agency

Guy

Lassiter Auto Sales
North 12th StregL

'-i -

Phone 753-2221

//

MOX ilo CriirChni•Funeral

•-

lil E. at Murray Bait Ce.

.• .

Phone 753 2202

Es

. Steaks -.Chops • Seafood Plates - S-andwiches
Specials: Mon., Sirloin Steak - Tue., Ribeye Ste k
Wed., Ground Sirkiin • Thurs., Chicken • Fri., Fisli
No 12th EN.1 641
Call In Orde-rs to 7.70 -1419

Bears Tune-tlin
Carburetor Service
Lifetime Muffler Installation IL Service
Tailpipes Made to Order for Cars and Bo ,t
__ _.Nuhtt- 4th St s evt
Phone-753 $149--

Five Points

Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.
Grain Division

Hutson Chemical Co., Inc.
Murray. Kv. ••

William A. Jones. Owner 15 Years Experience
Furniture Upholstered - We Pick Up & Deliver

520 So. 4th'

Phone..—,
753 7494

- Div.

Cott,

C&,....int.

. AWN!• Sheet Sakti !Air
Riming
eth at Clic!'itnut • Ph-Prity 753

„..

West Ky. KujelElectnc
Co-Opsirativ orp.

Cain & lay or
I we I
._....__
.

Free Pick-Up and Delivery
Open 6:111 a.m. - Close 12:90 p.m.
South 12th Street - Phone 7519131

Ga.Service

rs - miner Repairs'
r-

Calloway County Soil
. Improvement Association
Serving Farm Families Since 1/3e
Industrial Road
Phone 753-2924

.

Peoples Bonk of‘Murrety, Ky. ...._:: 'Kentucky Lake Oil Company
Complete Banking Service - Member FDIC
Phong 753 3231
500 Main
Branch Office .So. ,
12thli Story 753 6655
Compliments of

Shofar's-Auto Repair
.

Phone 763 1103 ,

F.
ime 753-

las D.
. . Fre01

For'MI 4leer Farillliei

A -Friend ---

.
•,

-

a

Complete Service Shop

Compliments of

•

E W. Outl:ind. Supt.
Phone 753 8220 .

Phone 753 7982 '

-...

.-Holmes Ellis.Mgr

Phone 753 3734

Grecian Steak.ttouia ,.
TOM ANDREWS - YOUR Hon

per month, 14 ft. Boat

Amor

Palace Drive-In'

A Friend

641 Super Shell

Ph. 753 7400

Peck.sUphoistery Shop ,

Year *Mama Meters Dealer

SOW. Porta,' Service - Complete Boating Supple.
,

1415 Main Street

4th

Boat Motel
$10.00

Horne

rriell
rineOutboard.... • :

Murray SPOrt a Marino
718 South

iletelIng At Its lest - Fine Food

Residential - Commercial - Farm - Building Lots
and Lake Property- Buying - Selling - Leasing
518 W. Main
Phone 753 Ti24

The Friendly Funeral Home"
Hr. Ambulance Service -Oxygen Equipped
"7"' 311 No. 4th •Street
Phone 753 4612

.

Corvette'Lanes, Inc.

209 South 7th

Jobbers of Shell Olt Products
Murray and Mayfield
,

..

-,

Sutie's

Cafe

,
Phone 7S3 175)

Neal Starks
MOBIL
HOME SALES
SAles and Service
We
Ohs -WKItr,illobite ilem•s
5-.ft Nu
of Moi t',.‘ ,,i1 611 ph. 7;36734

National Hotel Building
•.

.

Lynhurst Resort
Col. arid Mrs. Thorne, I. Brown
Ph9r,e 435 234-c-;.r

4';‘; ...'.:75

Owners
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streams, because of the possible
danger
of
contracting
schio SOIlliaSiS.
Be wary of what you eat. Avoid
salads,sauces and milk products.
Eat raw fruits and vecetables
only if they can be washed in
cities
opolitan
and into rural
Wintertime
has 'become erans
bottled or boiled water and then
vacation time.
peeled. Don't drink fresh milk,
Increasingly, American Before heading south, it is
boil it first. Stay away from cold
families seek the sun in their suggested that you put together a
salads and bread rolls offered
medical
practical
kit
so
that you
winter vacations and plan
locally. Don't indulge in the cold
holiday trips to such warm can easily dispatch those minor
platter presented in the hotel
weather places as Mexico, the medical problems that you
lobby in a tropical area.
at
well
as
as
abroad
encounter
Caribbean, Central and South
Exercise caution in what you
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
America, even Africa and Asia. home. Your medical kit should
drink. Don't drink water right
If you're planning to follow the include: insect repellent, eye
a_JIammo 00M
ACROSS
4 Make into law
from the tap. Use bottled water
OMR S0030 ROM
sure that your vacation is a'drops, suntan and skin creams,
5 Writing
both for drinking and brushing
Challenge
impieinent
UMOMOU MORRO AUCTION: FAIRS Used Fur- 1968 OLDS?A0BILE 88 white with
happy and a healthy one. Far too aspirin, antibiotic ointment,
6 Near
Soft food
ROM LsOMMI
niture & Upholstery Shop, 200 blue top. Power brakes, steering,
your teeth.
many travelers fail to t.ake antacids, a fever thermometer,
7 Dance step
Coarse
MIRO MOO OMR East Main, Murray, Kentucky, factory air and radio. Good
Employ moderation in what
II Lance
wide
hominy
antihistam
common
ines,
first
aid
sense
a
kit, a
003 WM 001100 Saturday,January 9 at 10:00 a.m. miler
health
9 Warning
you do. Jetting through time NEW
Ireland
tires. Boyd Linn at Almo
100 NIB MOO 00
precautions before leaving home kaolin-pectin
devices
YORK (UPI)—The
mixture for
Greek
zones can disturb your internal main reason
10 Liquefy
Heights 753-3716.
OnalrIO amm man Some antiques. Wayne Wilson.
J9P
and, as a result, wind up with a diarrhea, milk of magnesia,
for the dramatic
letter
11 Free ticket
moom mom MOM
bioligical clock. The result may upturn
J8C
Entreaty
16 Consanguineous
last month was that
medical emergency or, at least, liquid surgical soap, antifungus
BOHM VMS
Philippine
be headache, fatigue, irritability "funds
111 God of
1965 OLDSMOBILE four door
suffer discomfort and in- powder and ointment and water
and institutions, loaded
peninsula
=imam] 120M01110
thunder
and
loss
appetite—
of
sometimes
sedan. Low mileage, extra clean.
Takes
irimo
mao
with tons of cash, rushed to buy
22 Poets
convenience.
purification tablets.
unlawfully
lasting for days. Take a bath, an quality
23 Locates
REM 1510003 UOU
Dynamic 88. Phone 436-2323. J9C
stocks," according to
What health precautions should Your basic medical kit will
Large
24 Doctrine
vehicle
you take before you set off for the save many a groan in the early aspirin or •-xo, and a nap when Walston & Co. They realized
25 Falsehood
Mate deer
27 Female deer
3* Superior
WOMEN: DO you need extra 1968 VOLKSWA
46 Winglike
tropics?
morning hours when you suffer a -you arrive at your destination, the administration and the
GEN bus. Good
(PI.)
29 ROVIMIIIICS
40 Mounds
47 Part of
and
you'll
money to help with winter ex- condition.
avoid
a
lot
Oe
tiptoe
of
30 Still
Federal Reserve were "abanExperts in international health headache or stomcah upset. In
42 Name
Radio, new tires, one
camera
Mold
discomfort
35
.
Experiences
In
general,
penses. Earn up to $4.00 per hour owner. Phone
43 Paper
take it doning the controversial
49 Insane
recommend that the time to see fact, you may find that these
Sick
753-9981.
credit
16 Pd Site
J9C
imessure
50 Stitch
.inspare time. Call 753-1711. J9C
Lowest
your family physician is as soon items are not always-available if easy on sightseeing, eating, squeeze, and hastening the
44 Small
51 Symbol ter
point
drinking
and
sports.
island
tellerluni
as you see your travel agent. you try to buy them on the spot.
expansimn of money and
Declare
Happy vacations are healthy credit,"
Spanish for
Consult your doctor at least four Even when they can be found, the
the company says. But
weeks in advance, preferably quality may be doubtful- even in vacations. Be sure you enjoy your despite big runups, the compa- 32 King Arthur's
-71P'Uli•Ci INSTALLER, Sheet
lance
more, to allow time for im- the case of so-called "standard" time and place in the sun!
ny believes there are "oceans 13 Pronoun
metal worker, full time, ex- WANT TO buy electric trains
munizations to become effective. medication like aspirin.--: perience preferred. Contact American Flyer or Lionel, any
of depressed issues which could 34 Encountered
36 Pays
Your visit should include a Be sure to bring along extra
show pretty fair percentage
Tinsley Heating and Air Con- age or condition. Phone 753.2707
attention
34 Wager
thorough physical checkup.
supplies of any medicine HI'S IRREPRESSIBLE
gains."
ditioning, Murray, Ky., 753-4857. Murray, Ky.
J29NC
39 The sweets*,
LONDON (UPI) — UnemThe only immunization usually prescribed by your physician.
J12C
41 Satiate
required to re-enter the United Tuck spare eyeglasses into your ployed worker Keith Long, 27, Corporate demand for long- 43 Pan of step
'sential
WANT TO BUY used hide-a-bed
States is a small prix vaccination. suitcase. Sunglasses are a must. was sentenced to two years term money should moderate 45 EMold
in
OPPORTUNITY FOR high in-nofa. Must be
high regard
However, for tropical areas, Supplementary sett tablets can behind bars Wednesday for because capital spending has
in good condition.
50 Coloeize
come. Openings for men with Phone 753-2409
international regulations may be helpful in preventing heat kissing a girl he did not know slowed and a considerable 51 Turkish
after 5:00 p.m. J9C
on a downtown London street.
panel
truck or van. For rip-.
flag
call for inununizations against disorders
amount of debt restructuring
52 Devoured
pointment call 753-7418.
J9C
•
yellow fever, cholera, tetanus, Tojurther assure an all-round Police said Long had nine has been accomplished, Argus 54 Slender
WANT TO buy ; logs and standing
diphtheria, polio and typhoid- sunny "holiday, experts advise: previou,siconvictions for similar Research Corp. believes. The 55 Army meal
timber. Also have for sale lumber
so Condensed
paratyphoid. For children, Pack light,loose fitting clothes. offenses.
OLD
company says the "coming
ESTABLISHED firm needs and sawdust.-Murray
moisture
Saw Mill
Is mistaken
recommended precautions arid It's expecially important in the
man at once for general store
improvement in corporate proand Lumber Co. Phone 7534147.
vaccinations against measles and tropics to wear comfortable
fits (and) the increased availawork. Must be honest and willing
DOWN
TFC
whooping cough. Other protec- clothes that will give you rem problem
to work. Full time. Good working
bility of term loans from 1 Amount
owed
tive injections may be required maximum ventilation. Wear
conditions, working hours and
Sandarac tree
CUNE0,, Italy (('PI) -Bak- banks" will lessen a corpora- 2
depending on the specific areas shoes at all times because of the ery owners
Di tr by United Feature Syndicate, Inc.
wages. Answer in own hand- FOR SALE OR TRADE
tion's need to tap the bond 3 Ceremony
here
have
gone
to
you plan to visit. Your doctor, danger of picking up hookworm. court
writing giving experience and
against school pOrters, niarket in 1971. "As a result,
public health service or travel Be careful of the tropic sun. charging
etc. to-P.O. Box 32 K, Murray, HOUSE TRAILER
they sell sandwiches new-issue corporate bond yields However, the company cautions FALSE ALARM
10 x 50 with
agent will be able to advise you. Bring along a sun hat or other and pizzas to 'students
Should drift down further to the that stocks which have recently
Kentucky.
J11C electric heat and air conwithout
risen "substantially". should be OLDBURY, England (UPI)—
protective head gear, and use a license and without pay
7-7%
per
cent
area
by
next
ditioning. Phone 753-7853 or 753i rig
Travel to the tropics may pose common sense in acquiring
avoided because they are Police rushed to a suburban WANTED: EXPERIE
spring,- the company adds.
a tan. taxes.
NCED 6231.
apartment house when a tenant
J12C
Some special health con- Be sure to
"vulnerabl
e
profit
to
It
taking."
is a. test case likely toput on that hat and
phoned to say he had heard waitress. Apply in person to
siderations. Tropical diseases sunglasses, and apply
With tax selling out of the
Saucy
protective hearilatiotrwide n•percussitins.
Pig
Bar-B-Que, 1409 Main,
have been eradicated from creams.
The market comeback of the "thuds and terrible screams"
Selling pizzas and other food way and the market "now
coming from a downstairs flat.
JI1C
western countries, but still are
Be careful of the water. Limit during working hours has hong rntabng upward, purchases of last few months can be termed
Bursting
through
the
door,
they
common in underdeveloped your swimming,to
lweu
a
•M
MTN'
"a
money market rally,"
Of
the ocean or to
-_good performers which are
found a karate expert practic• MECHANIC WANTED. Apply in FOUND: 21 Jewel watch near
areas, particularly if you travel swimming pools.
Avoid fresh oorne for many school porters near support -levels are recom- Fraser Management Associates ing chops on
a block of wood to person. Sholar's Auto Repair, 209 Bee Creek. Owner may claim by
off the beaten path, away from water,
an over the country.
mended," TPO Inc. says. observes. The company says the
such as lakes and
identifying same and paying for
accompaniment of the S. 7th St.
J18C
the ingredients for a major
ad. Phone 753-1556 between 4:00
traditional
cry
of
"kee-yai."
-economic recovery in 1971 are
and 9:00im.
J9C
present and it adds, "a high
FILM CENSORS BORED
level of stock prices must be
RAMSGATE, England (UPI)
sustained'.by upward trending &waivers-is Japan
—Ramsgate's town council film
"FOKYO (UPI)-The
corporate earnings." The coincensorship board announced
groups- living in Japan Wednesda
pany expects this to occur but
y it was quitting en THANK YOU all for the-kindness
are means,Chinese and Ameris -unsure" to What extent:
masse. It was not a matter of in words,transportation,flowers,
ic.arirr, in that order, says the
shock, they said, as much as food, and prayers during the sad
Japan Immigration Service.
time of the demise and burial of
NFL PLAYEK
Foreigners living in 'Japan boredom.
What a bore these sex films my husband. Thanks to Brother
WASHINGTON 1UPI ) —New at mid-November, 1970, incluare," said Councillor Molly Beasley for your comforting
York Giant quarterback Fran ded 607,315 Koreans, 50,8
Tarkenton was named National Chnwse and 18.198 American. Watson, 38. "If anyone really words and also to the Ronald
Football League Player of the civilians. The U.S. total does wants 'to waste his time and Churchill Funeral Home.
Signed
Year Tuesday by the Washington not include American military:- money on this tripe he is
Mrs. Leo Starks
Tourchdown Club.
P•rsonriel. estimated at 30000 welcome to it."
ITC

Hints Given For Winter
Vacations In Warm Places
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Knowledgeable merchants know the most likely people to become
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people will read the ads before they decide "from whom" they will buy. By
advertising in- our newspbper, we guarantee you will reach those who are the
most prospective customers in this area, and make more sales
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
88 white with
es, steering,
Good wide
at Almo
J9P
four door
extra clean.
2323. J9C
bee. Good
tires, One
J9C

BUY
IC trains
Lionel, any
ne 753.2707
J29NC
hide-a-bed
condition.
00 p.m.J9C
d standing
le lumber
Saw Mill
75341,47.
TFC
TRADE
x 50 with
air con853 or 753J12C

etch near
claim by
ying for
ween 4:00
J9C

• kindness
,flowers,
g the sad
burial of
Brother
mforting
e Ronald
e.
Signed
Starks
1TC

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

Takes leek atliale listings. lam sure that we have what you are lossht.
Newly redecorated, has large den.
THREE BEDROOM brick veneer on North 19th Street.
priced.
Medium
shape.
This house is in fine
-•
17 ACRE FARM,good frame house,stock barn, good fence, three miles from Murray. Good
medium priced 11011:48..
Has living room, den,
THREE BEDROOM SPLIT level brick veneer. Real nice place.
garage,fireplace and on large lot. Priced for quick sale.
baths,
GREATLY REDUCED. Large frame home near University. Six'bedrooms, two
double garage.Suitable for a large family or for a home plus good income.
family
DELUXE FOUR bedroom and three bath home on Dudley Drive. Has fireplace,
room,all built-ins. A fine home in a fine location.
priced right.
SPLIT LEVEL In Kingswood Four bedrooms and two baths. A fine home and
HOUSE,FOUR AND ONE HALF miles N orth on 641. Brick veneer with three
nine acres of good land.

bedrooms and

make us an
HOUSE ON WEST Dogwood Drive. Owner has moved. Look at this one and
offer.
on Ford Road. Has central heat
LOVELY TWO STORY three bedroom and three bath brick
garage.
double
carpet,
and air, all
conveniences. Big
ULTRA MODERN three bedroom in Kingswood. Fireplace and all
it.
love
to
is
it
see
To
deck.
redwood
ANOTHER NICE three bedroom at 1503 Belmont. Double garage and really
THREE BEDROOM brick in Gatesboro. Two tile baths, lovely
Really nice.

nice.,

carpet, central heat and_alr.

built-insand all modern.Two
IN BAG WELL MANOR,three bedroom brick veneer. Carpet,
baths. Really nice and well located.
Double garage,central
FINE THREE BEDROOM year around home at Panorama Shores.
front lot. Our finest
water
wooded
beautiful
On
fireplaces.
heat and air. Basement, two
home on the lake.
acres Two baths. Really
ONE MILE North of Lynn Grove. Three bedroom brick on two
priced right.
East Y Manor Central heat and
NEW THREE BEDROOM Brick on beautiful wooded lot in
air. A really fine place.
one and one half baths, central
504 NORTH 7th STREET. Three bedrooms with fireplace,
gas heat.
lot, one and one half
IN MEADOW GREEN Acres. Modern three bedroom home on wooded
baths. Really nice and lads fireplace. Moderately priced
THREE HOUSES AT New Concord. 111,000.00, $12,000.00, and $13,000.00.
suit you.

One of these should

heat. On four
NEAR POPLAR Springs Church. Three bedroom brick, two baths, electric
acres of land and near the Lake and really good fishing

baths. Double
BEAUTIFUL FRENCH Provencial in Camelot. Three bedrooms and two
garage and has everything you would want in a fine home.
Lake. Electric heat.
FURNISHED COTTAGE on large wooded waterfrInt lot on Kentucky
1309 KIRKWOOD Three bedroom brick with large transferrable loan.

Two tile baths

east on 94 Heated
BEAUTIFUL THREE bedroom on two acre landscaped lot, six miles
all bunt-ins Two
and
rooms
large
alt
in
room,
family
fireplace
Huge
cars.
four
for
garages
closets.
walk-in
large baths and big
at 6 per cent Three
MEDIUM PRICED home at 1613 Parklane. Large assumable loan
air.
and
heat
central
baths,
half
one
and
one
brick,
bedroom
monthly rentals from upstairs
INCOME PROPERTY on College Farm Road. $180.00
apartment. Also has three bedroom home on first floor.
Heights. Two baths, on extra
REALLY NICE and a good buy, four bedroom brick at Almo
Large lot well landscaped. Garage. $22,000.00.
carport, big fireplace and large family
FOUR BEDROOM brick on College Terrace. Double
baths.
tile
Two
family.
room: A large house for a large
29 ACRE FARM on Flint Church Road.your bedrooms,

modern. All good land

.h centre I heat. Four bedrooms.
117 ACRE FARM with good frame house.g
East of Murray Eleven trailers.
TRAILER PARK,two and one half miles
and Bar-B-I. Seller will finance part at five
GOOD RESTAURANT with drive-in Lusiness
details.
for
call
interested,
percent. If
two months we need new listings. Come in and list
DUE TO the many houses sold in the past
out.
come
will
we
and
call
or
sell
to
place
your
lan the lake.

city,cointYint
WE HAVE lots in most locations in the-

Guy Spann Realty
Phone 753-7724

901 SiCSTITOCO Street
MITE PHONES

Onyx Ray 753-69'1'9.
Guy Spann • 753-258/

Member of Multiple Listings

MALE TO share triller with
student. Should have car. Phone
JeC
753-7649
VP and deliver_y_
:
FRI.E. PICK
- with ell January. Rillington Fors.,
J14C
Tractor Co.. Inc.

FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

DON'T THROW dud rug away, THIRTY-RIVE little girl dresses, 44 ACRE FARM near town. Has
St.
$7,300.00 Will buy this house and lot located at 103 Spruce
clean it with Blue Lustre. You size 1 through 3, 50c each. Phone 40 x 48 pole barn and large pond.
ocimmediate
for
available
is
frame
This 2 bedroom
ITC Mostly under good fence. Imcan rent a shampooer for only 753-7573.
cupancy.
J9C
mediate possession. Call owner
$1.06sat Big K.
753-2532 days or 753-3953 nights.
4
NEW HOME Tape Systele with
$12,500.00 is all the money required to buy this Pol story
J14C
1970 HONDA, low miles, e*- components radio arid speakers.
bedroom located at 304 South 15th. Very nicely decorated
cellent condition. Phone 753-9509 Call 753-2264after 8:00 p.m. J9N
with carpets through out the downstairs. An excellent inJ1IC
after 5 p.m.
Q.BEDROOM frame with full
vestment for a home or rental.
basernent and garage, electric
floor furnace. Good condition,
NOTICE
BAADWIN PIANOS and org,ana,
$17,500.00 buys this 3 bedroom brick veneer located at 1702
excellent kication at 602 Vine
rent $10.00 monthly, rent applies
„,College Farm Rd. Other features; one bath, kitchen, dining
Street. Price reduced to $10,000.
to purchase. Used spinet pianos
area, large utility and a large family room. If you insist the
1111MININIMIND terms $2,000.00 cash and balance
and organs. Lonardo Piano 11111111
owners will redecorate the interior to your taste.
like rent.
Company, "Your Complete
WALL TO WALL Cktii4T
limits,
Music Store". Paris, and Martin,
Located oh the Martins Chapel Rd. just out of the city
THREE BEDROOM residence, we have a very nice 3 bedroom frame with aluminum siding, 2
Tennessee.
heat and
gas fbaor furnace,garage. Corner
We will furnish
car garage, paved drive,extra large kitchen, electric
lot that
acre
v2
1
Immediate
large
11th.
a
So.
on
212
lot
situated
9,
is
size
home
DRESS
This
WEDDING
and completely install
lots of closets.
possession, price reduced to
3 full rooms or up to
cleaned. Originally $164.00 for
is partially fenced for a pony or horse. Will trade or sell.
settle estate.
070.00, worn only once. Victorian
360 sq. ft. of 100 percent
veneer,
neckline with bishop sleeves and
nylon carpet with tackless
An excellent buy is avale in this 3 bedroom, brick
and den
Mkt ACRE farm near Brooks
detachable train. Phone 753-2684
with central heat and air. Also 2 tile baths, kitchPn
installation over.heavy
Chapel Church. New modern
J8P
after 5 p.m.
combination, living room, carpets, storm doors and windows
duty sponge padding
taken
residence, excellent pond and
for the total price of
and a fenced back yard. This home has been very well
pasture. Owner leaving state and care of and can be bought for only $24,500.00. You will cerMISSES SIZE 12 winker skirts,
or
wil I sell for 812,600.00.
sweaters, suits, and dresses.
tainly want to see this home if you are considering buying
J8C
Phone 767-6254.
building.
CHOICE BUILDING lots, prices
Budget terms arranged
of
qualified
to
terms
andreduced
JAP HAY Timothy and Red For Free Home
A large fireplace located in the den of this home is the center
and
persons.
Demonstration
.111C
Clover. Phone 753-8090.
fine family living. Newly decorated with new carpets
at
Day ort Night
drapes also set the climate for a great home buy. Located
SEE ME I need listings.
SIAMESE KITTENS-for sale,
1712 Magnolia, this colonial offers 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, central
very reasonably priced. Phone
heat and air, many built in appliances, a 2 car carport, paved
CALL COLLECT
Realtor
Millet,
L.
Claude
large corner lot, all for only $25,750.00.
753-3116 before 12:30 and after 5
drive,
901-424-7340
753-5064 Phones 753-3059 J8C
J8P
p.m.
Carpet Mfg. Outlet
1708 Keeneland offers you a truly well built home. This is
of
fine home thst is available for immediate occupancy.
another
Jackson, Tenn
LOOK. COUNTRY living with
AKC REGISTERED German
carFeatured are 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, central heat and air,
city conveniences. Beautiful two
Shepard puppies, white, 7 two
in range and oven, dishwasher, disposal; 2 car
built
pets,
bedroom home located in
is
months old, 1 nine months old.
carport, large utility room, outside storage. This homeis a
Lakeway Shores. Low,Low down
feature
Call 753-1461 or see Howard Bucy.
special
The
decorated.
well
and
clean
extremely
payment. Easy finance plan. Call
J12C
den with a fireplace.
FOR RENT
Johnnie Jones in Nashville 1-615- -large
J8P
865-1900 collect.
'Located 4 miles east of Murray on Highway 94, we are offering
12 x" 60 TRAILER, all electric,
furbedroom
two
AND
ONE
beautiful 3 bedroom colonial brick veneer home on a
J8P
call 754-4545 or 753-6763.
nished apartments- Zimmerman ABOUT'S° Acres of land on both
_
acre lot. City water, 2 car garage, paved drive, central heat
and air, carpet in living room and bedrooms, drapes,
WHEAT STRAW 40c bale. W.T. Apartments South 16th Street. sides of good road. Priced
JI1C
753-6609.
Phone
days
.
753-2532
Phone
reasonably
fireplace, 2 baths, built in 1985 this home is in excellent conKingins, New Concord. Phone
J14C - ctition
or 753-3953 nights.
.111P
436-5622.

$169.00

•

(1

iii

IVE ROOM house, stove &
This
At 1704 Audubon Dr., we have a real teriffic tri-level.
WEIMARANER puppies, AKC efrigerator furnished, neat ARE YOU looking for a good
owners
the
because
only
sale
for
is
and
1909
in
home was built
Jitter,sell cheap. Phone 753-4647. university. Phone 753-7935. J9P roomy, modern house at a
from Murray. Seven rooms and a garage plus
JOC
modest price? See tillirtme at 101 'were transfe,red
9 closets make this an ideal home for the
and
utility
baths,
2
South 8th Street. Four bedrooms,
family with plenty of privacy. Separate
NICE FURNISHED apartment
small
a
or
family
large
two , full baths, full
64 MONARCH Mobile Horne, 55 for three or four girls. Phone 753- den,
den with fireplace are outstanding
separate
room,
dining
753or
X10. Fully carpeted, electric 5805 days or 753-5108 after 5:00 basement. 753-7769
out plus central heat and air
through
Carpeted
features.
J9C
J9C 3800.
heat,like new. Phone 753p.m.
J13C
4100.
offered in this fabulous home. Four
FIVE ROOM house with garden. -Real elegance is
dining room and separate den with a
FPRNISHED APARTMENT for
separate
,
-bedrooms
J9C
FENDER SOLID State Amp. Still three or four college boys. Also Call 753-4600.
beautiful fireplace. The kitchen has everything, pantry inunder warranty. 3-12 inch J.B. nice private rooms with cooking
cluded, tastefully decorated through out, large 2 car garage,
CARD OF THANKS
at this one before you build.
Lansing speakers. Phone 753-2863 facilities. Plione 753-5865 days or
central heat and air.
J13C 753-5108 after 5:00 p.m.
J9C THE FAMILY of Mr. and Mrs.
after 5:00p.m.
Roscoe Tow.ery wishes to express
Investment:
our heartfelt thanks and ap'ONEIANDUM wheel one horse
Choice duplex $305.00 per month income,only 1 year old. Three
Idea
SHED.
Phone HOUSE: UNFURNI
preciation for all the acts of
trailer. Reasonable
bedrooms to each unit, separate central heat and air per unit
J9P for couple. One bedroom home kindness and sympathy shown to
Puryear-247-5458.
each unit has a utility room, carpeted through out.
and
completely carpeted, stove and us because of the death of our
effort was involved in the design and construction.
Detailed
Irvin mother 81 Father. Especially do
HAY: TIMOTHY and Lespedeza. refrigerator. 10 miles out on
Contact Otto Chester 435-4042 Cobb, Road. $85.00 per month. we want to thank the efforts of the
Business lot and building located across from post office,
JI1C doctors and nurses who tried so
J9C Phone 753-9247.
Lynn Grove.
Leaf resturant was located. The building is
where the Ma
hard to save their lives. Also we
yo own office building
. Buy this and own your
so
y
structurall
want to thank the Max H.
.00
$8,
business.
or
fully
house
room
home,
FIVE
FPNISHED
10 X 55 MOBILE
Churchill Funeral Home, the
carpeted, two air conditioners, with bath, near Kirksey. Phone Grace Baptist Church for their
A real fine lot in Panorama Shores for only $2,000.00
J14C
'underpinned. Call 753-9519. J9P 0-2963.
food, and the many doners of
flowers, Bro. Lloyd Wits& and
Aso in Panorama, I have a basement cabin and lot, furrultied
ARTMENT for girls, electric Bro. David Brasher, all the
1966 MOTORCYCLE, 120 cc
ready to go. Beautiful view of Blood River.
and
t, air conditioner, private pallbearers and every friend and
Suzuki. In Excellent Condftion.
Farm
1603 College
relative that stood by us in the
$130.00. Leaving school.. Phone entrance,
A choice selection of building lots are available. Lots size 120' x
J12C time of need.
--J1IP Road. Call 753-2377.
753-9574.
198' on Sycamore Ext. Buy one now and be ready for the
:May God's richest Blessinks be
opening of the new Murray High School. Financing available
upon each and everyone.
SEVERAL ALUMINUM storm
to qualified buyers. •
TO RENT
WANTED
and screen windows, various
Mr & Mrs. Wm. E (Falay)
160 acre farm adjacent to city limits with railroad frontage
sizes. One combination door, one
ELY.... Dunn
IMMEDIAT
WANTED
Can be bought at a bargain. Financing can be arranged for a
double drain board sink, with
hirttishe4 apartment or spialf
Mr. & Mrs. Roy R. McClure
-responsible buyer. Call today for additional information.
cabinets. Make Offer. Phone 436Muse. Reasonable. For Couple.
T. McClure
W.
Mrs.
&
Mr.
J11C
2199.
Phone Tiiin Hogan 753-3768. J9P
Mr.& Mrs. H. R. Towerv Itc
A TRY!

LOOK

NICE DUPLEX in Westwood. Really nice

Louise Baittr 753-2409
Prentice Dunn 753-5725

FOR SALE

GET
ATTENTION

TO LIST OR BUY . . . GIVE US

HOGS: READY for slaughter
s.Duroc Gilts weight around 300 to
400 lbs. One large sow. Phone 753JUt
7401
ATTENTION FARMERS! Sae.
money on plant bed canvas. 3 '
yard, 4 yard and 5 yard widths, ;
Kendall Mills 22 x 18 rot resistant
metal
construction . with
gromlets. $7.88 per 100 yard cover
at Belk's in Paris, Term.. . J11C

NOTICE

NOTICE

A Multiple Listing Realtor
8F101111
Are Poison

TIIROAITSS
rat Your Home

Donald R. Tucker; Realtor
50tilaple Street

II
-411
111111

Murray, Kentucky

ROACH11$
Carry Germs

Office Phone

1534342 iome Phone

753-5020

PETS
"AKC LABRADOR Retrievers, 9
weeks old, Excellent bloodline.
Don't- lose ducks & doves next
season. Females $75.00, one
Male, $100.00. Phone Owensboro
JI1C
683-1764."
CHEVY 14" Wheel and four tires,
4 size. $50.00.
3
815.00. Violin /
Clarinet, $40.00. Bongo drums
$5.00. Maracas $1.00. Telescope
$5.00. CO2 Bp pistol- $5.00. May
see after 4:00 p.m. at 1668 Ryan
JI1C
Ave. ,
THREE OVAI. braided rugs.
Also new baby sivtig.
." . Infant girl and little boys cloths
unto size 4. Phone 753-8256. Jil('

noted-Your Home!
Do not be-deceived! Termites work 24 hours
a day the year round . . . Winter and Summer

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

Kelley's Termite
and
'PesTantrol
Murray. Ky
100 S. 13th Street
Phone 753 3914 Day or Nite
Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Years
--4A-4itensed by.State:•ei
Member Chamber of Commerce

SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

WILL BABYSIT in my home for EXPERIENCED MAN wants full
any age child by the hour, day or time body work. Phone 49240699
week. Phone 753-6809, 'Fox
J14C
Meadows Mobile Home Park.
. 411C FOR ALL your tiorne alterations,
_
repairs,remodeling, etc., new-.'or
old.',Free estimates. Call 753-6172
Flit
GENERAL REPAIR1149, odd
.4354802.
gibs.Painting. F*111
.114P RESPOkSIFILE, VERSATILE,
large background in all phases of
mfg. mpervisiort, maintenance etc_ Enjoy meeting
PAPER people, excellent references. Any
pRuFESSIONAL
e work considered. EM
All work
painting.
, hanging and
guaranteed. Phone 4354842 or Gustafson, 247-3720, Puryear
TFC Route 2, Buchanan,Tenn.,
382-2299.
313P
38222
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person and their clothing not
hardly space to move through th; tbi-paa, which can be &sprayed
entice men.
through museum collections.
building.
As God was giving various laws
Worse still, Dt. Tapp has many, We take pride in the many first
in Deut. 25:5 he said, "The
itegis which must be kept outside which Kentucky can claim in the
woman shall not wear that which
because be has no room for inside field of agriculture. These first
"QL ESTION"
pertaineth unto a man, neither
storage. He and his assistant try were achieved through the
bold!
snarnelessly
Are parents
shall a man put on a womans
to keep these items covered, but leadership and dedication of
Are they very free in being im- garment, .for all that,49 ay. are
this is diffieult and at the best, progressive minded people. The
modest, improper, indecent, and abomination unto the Lord thy
considerable damage results,
fine agricultural industry we
disrespectful as authority?
God." All unseemliness or imSincv. agriculture has always hove today is to a great extent a
Many are innocent because proper dress was forbidden.
been a dominant factor in the result of the foundation built by
Pastbrs have failed us in teaching Improper dress is still forbidden
lives of Kentuckians, I consider a our pioneer farmers.
the simple everyday things that by God today. All scripture is
farmers museum to be a worthy
lead us in the paths of given for instructions and
and proper undertaking. From
In view of this, I share the
righteousness.
correction and we are without by I. Robert (Bob; Miller
the standpoint of economics, a concern of many others that our
One of the most important excuse, saith the Lord.
well-planned and fully equipped agricultural heritage is not being
everyday. thiogs is our clothing. I Tim. 2:9 says that woman
museum can prove to be a tourist preserved in a proper and fitting
The manner or style of dress, the adorn themselves in modest
manner. As we begin a new
attraction.
coveting and appearance of the apparel.
Kentucky
has
a
rich
season, perhaps we should give
be
manifestation
should
external
agricultural background, and
Aside from the monetary value some serious consideration to the
the whole life of a man or woman.
Let's analyze ( modest.i First being an agricultural state, this of a good museum, there
is the preservation of things from
The garment they wear should )f all modest is showing A persons heritage _should be preserved.
pleasure one can get from seeing seasons past, and provide
result from internal sobriety, own value, abilities and etc
The University of Kentucky has those things which played a
part Kentucky with a farmers
t(hich means the perfect balance Modest is not forward. It I: made an excellent start toward in the
development of our state. museum in keeping with our
control of life.
decent, not displaying
one's this objective at Waveland, the The present can oftenbe ap- history as a center of fine
There is much adultery today body, quiet and humble in ap- Kentucky Life Museum located preciated
more if we understand agriculture.
, because women entice men with pearance. When in modesty, a on the Higbee Mill Pike south of
their clothing. The Bible says, woman isn't uncomfortable in the Lexington. Dr. Harnbleton Tapp,
every man is teMpted, when he is presence of others. She is director of Waveland, has spent
drawn.away of his own lust, and avoiding contact with men in the many hours in researching,
enticed... Then when lust hath wrong sense. Women are to <ire& locating and cataloging many
corieeived it bringeth forth sin. modestly and sensibly in proper items of historical significance.
..dames 1:14-15.
clothes. If right at heart they will
The woman entices the man be wise, easily perceived or A problem Dr. Tapp faces is a
and there is two wrongs, one with become aware, of proper lack of space. The small
her as she entices the man, the clothing.
building he is now using to house
other as he looks. The old Bible
Clothing is for the destinctior the famers museum is full of
said, "Thou shall not commit between the sexes. The dressing items, so full in fact that thereis
adultrery. Ex. 20:14. The new was ordered
because of
Bible said, "Whosoever looketh idolatrous rites among neighon a woman to lust after her hath boring people and also to prevent
commmitted adultery already. immodesty and immorality. The
Matt. 5:28.
word apparel in this connection
There must be much adultery has reference to much more than
today because of what women people think. The true place of
wear and don't wear.
woman is indicated by a
Let us first notice the im- reference to the original order in
portance of clothing. Luke tells us the case of Adam and Eve. Out of
LONDON (UPI): King
to a man who had on no clothing that history comes the occasion
Hussein held an open
and he had been full of the devil of woman's travail and the
dialogue with two Israefor a long time. Luke 8:27. No apostle declared that in that
lis this weekend, one reclothing or very little clothing supreme sorrow she will be
ported today. But she
said they didn't discuss
worn, indicates being full of the saved, if her character is what
politics.
devil according to the Word of has been already described.
"At first I didn't even
God. We find in Proverbs as God
Notice carefully in conclusion.
realize it was he," said
was giving instructions for Likewise, ye--Ausbands, dwell
Mrs. Devora Shaal, 33,
Godliness and wickedness, he with them
according to
living in London while
the
were
to
be
for
lambs
said the
knowledge, giving honor unto the
her husband, Benny, finclothing and the goats for the wife, as unto the weaker vessel,
ishes his doctorate-- At
price of the field. Prov. 17:26. and as being heirs together of the
Imperial College.
Mrs. Shaal, an avid
God intended for people to wear grace of life; that your prayers
amateur radio.--tham,",
clothes even from -Adam and be not hindered. I Peter 3:7.
said she was on the air
Eve's day. He goes on to say, Marriage relations being dealt
Sunday when she heard
strength and honor are her with here and special emphasis
an unfamiliar voice'tiv—
clothing and she shall rejoice in who laid on the fact that the true
ing the call sign "G5."
time to come. Prov. 25:31. He was adornment of woman is found in
standard for "hams" opspeaking in referance to the right her
Husbands
character.
erating outside their own
kind, not just .any kind. charged to dwell with their wiives
countries.
Remember. I Job 22:6 said,"For according to knowledge. The
Hussein, undergoing a I
thou has taken a pledge from thy final reason for the fulfillment of
medical checkup at a I
brother ,,and stripped them naked this ideal is that prayers be not
London hospital, is a
dedicated radio amateur
of their clothing," in other words hindered.
He has been on the air
being (Slightly clothed) took a Should we really wonder today
every day
pledge from them.
why our prayers are hindered,
Mrs. Shaal said "I
Clothing is held as security, and we are failing to receive
didn't realize who he
that God can bless and make God's fullest blessings?
was until I heard somepeople to rejoice in time to come. I say, No wonder our prayers
one else talking to him
Notice what David said in Psalms are hindered.
call him 'your majesty'
15:13 concerning his clothing.
Charles Morris
"We spoke about our
But as for me when they were
.
.kbildretil have a son
sick, my clothing was sackcloth,
and a daughter—and dismeaning a symbol of penitence
cussed each others' rigs
P.S. I would appreciate
It is important that we wear
iradio equipmenu. 1 inquestions,
comments
or
clothes of the right kind. Let's
troduced my husband,"
criticism. Please sign your name.
notice the kind of clothing that is
she added.
Write—P.O. -Box 401, Murray,
to be worn that God can bless a
Ky. 42071.

'LEITERS,
.^g EDITOR

Shoe 'nuff
DETROAT (U0.1)-9/omeh's
lib groups which still believe
in marriage would decry one old wedding tradition, that of casting a shoe after a bride, if
they knew its Origin.
In
Anglo-Saxon
times,
acctliding
to
"Curious
Question6," pulalished by'Gale
Research Co-,_ die. fatrhe delivered the -bride's shoe. to the
bridegroom, who touched her
on the heal with it to_show hi

So he says
4.4)LLEGE, Alaska (UPI)—
Doug NIt-Glenn, co-operator of
a Wither shop on the University
-of Alaska campus. since he
moved here from Montana, insists there is a barber in Custer,
Mont., named Sam Nickum and
another in Billings; Mortt.
,
,
•
lanis&Den Druff.

DA NANG,' VIETNAM (UPI): The last of the
breed of helicopters known as "Jolly Green Giants"
used to rescue downed American Airmen in North
Vietnam and Laos left Southeast Asia yesterday.
The last HH-3 helicopter belonging to the 37th
Aerospace Rescue and Recovery Squadron departed •
from the airbase here en route to Okinawa.
It was the last of 12 brought to South Vietnam in
1965.,
.The helicopters were named for their green
camouflage paint and the fact that they were then
on of the largest helicopters in Indochina.
They compiled a record of 567 rescues, many of
them under heavy fire. Three were lost in combat.
Men of the 37th ARRS accrued one medal of honor,
11 Air Force Crosses and 106 Silver Stars.
The most recent publicized exploit of a "Jolly
Green Giant" was the one-way. masion into Son Tay
prison camp. near Hanoi last month. That helicopter
was destroyed after it was damaged.
Air Force spokesmen said all HH-3s have been
replaced by the larger HH-53. "Super Green Giant."

AUTOMOTIVE
SALE STARTS SUNDAY

PENNZOIL
10W30

.01044
Clean air mians.greatefgas-mileage. Fits most
cars. kgreat„slyi_ngs from B
•-

KENDALL Gil
RACING OIL

yOUR CHOICE

FDI

Our Reg, 1.77

PRESTON

WINDSHIELD
WASHER

BRAKE
FLUID

TREA MENT

40
sealer
„„,:„,a.
10 minus*
Nitelt altar

fluehGAR HEATER
HOSE'

,,Our Reg. 44C

Our Reg 44C
.Hson-Safety to 30 degrees
below zero Harmless to car
!Joshes

Top Quality. E-xeeeds
S.A.E. Spec 79R1 and
Fed. Spec VV-B-680

THERMOSTATS
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King Hussein,
Israelis chat-over radio
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Motor oil
10W30
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